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Dear Students,

A s the nation celebrates 73rd anniversary of its independence on 
August 15, 2020, I greet you all at this momentous occasion. 
The day reminds us of the great freedom fighters who laid 

their lives, the colossal magnitude of combined efforts for liberation, 
the great statesmen who worked relentlessly to re-build the nation. 
Accountancy profession always stood tall and contributed in national 
interest, and just like our forefathers , we all must continue to strive 
hard for the accomplishment of our goal and take our beloved 
country to new horizons. You, as students of Chartered Accountancy 
profession are uniquely placed to usher in a new era of prosperity, 
growth, opportunities and develop, an environment based on ethical 
values for everyone. I urge all of you to uphold the values of our 
profession with utmost sincerity and dedication, making both the 
profession and the nation proud.  

CA Day Celebrations
On the propitious occasion of CA Day July 1, 2020 this year, a 3 
day Virtual National CA Summit 2020 was organized, from June 
29 to July 1, 2020 based on the apt and congenial central theme 
Transforming the future, Enabling Excellence, Augmenting Trust. 
The event had CA professionals from all walks of life, from passionate 
entrepreneurs to leading experts, from law makers to members in 
public service, from industry stalwarts to past presidents, from 
notable women members to extraordinary student achievers who 
enthusiastically participated in this congregation of knowledge. They 
shared their unique learning experiences and admirable journey 
through the profession and beyond, presented their viewpoints 
on myriad subjects germane to the current socio-economic milieu 
prevailing in the country. 

These subjects comprised reviving the economy through 
‘Developing a Resurgent India’, sub-theme for the first day. The 
second day was ideated around thriving amidst change by ‘Embracing 
Change and Leading Growth’. Our outstanding erstwhile students 
presented magnificent narratives of their highly motivational success 
stories on the third day in ‘Aspire to Inspire’. The event culminated 
with the address of Shri Om Birla, Hon’ble Speaker of Lok Sabha, 
Chief Guest at the occasion. He remarked that CAs are akin to 
doctors as frontline workers who help maintain the economic health 
of the country and have contributed immensely in uplifting the social 
and economic plight of our country. 

We utilised the current lockdown situation to organise this unique 
event virtually which witnessed good participation on all 3 days. 
The complete three-day programme is now available at the ICAI 
Youtube channel. In case you missed the event, then you can view 
the incredible saga of these Heroes within the profession who have 
scaled great heights in their career through their sheer conviction 
and undeterred efforts. Especially the heart-warming tales of our 
student brave hearts who won over their physical, financial and other 
background inadequacies to tower above the ordinary with their 
unflinching spirit, exemplary dedication and  relentless efforts.

CA. ATUL K. GUPTA
PRESIDENT, ICAI, NEW DELHI

We come nearest to the great when we are great in humility. - Rabindranath Tagore

Virtual Coaching Classes: Empowering our 
students!

As informed earlier, the ICAI through our Board of Studies (BOS) 
commenced Virtual classes from July 1, 2020 for our students of 
Foundation, Intermediate and Final. These classes are being viewed 
extensively by the students’ community across the country and even 
abroad, gradually becoming popular and are getting rave reviews not 
only from our students but members as well.  More than 170 sessions 
have already been conducted so far for all the levels and thousands 
of students have benefitted. I am sure that you shall continue to 
benefit from these classes and do exceedingly well in the upcoming 
examinations.

With the July 2020 exam cycle been now merged with the 
November 2020 exam cycle, you now have ample time to complete 
the mandatory AICITSS in virtual mode and prepare for the exams 
wholeheartedly. The next exams have been announced to be held 
between November 1 and 18, 2020 as per schedule and  exam forms 
will be released in the from August 5, 2020. 

Current issue comprises inclusive capsules for Business Laws, 
Financial Management and Multidisciplinary Case Studies in 
Foundation, Intermediate and Final respectively. These capsules 
present summarised details of the subject matter, appropriate for 
revision purposes.

Look beyond the present 
As students of this coveted profession, you must envisage the post 
COVID situation where organisations, industries and consulting 
firms across a wide spectrum will look for re-orienting their 
businesses processes and operations. More and more businesses 
will be shifting their operations to web-based technologies that are 
reliable, scalable and affordable. Leading the way will be Cloud based 
technologies, Digital Lockers and Artificial Intelligence based 
decision making sub-systems. This would require a dedicated work-
force of accounting professionals and trainees to provide functional 
inputs and data across all accounting and finance based processes. 
So, opportunities are aplenty in the post COVID era provided you 
are prepared to leverage these by enhancing your knowledge about 
these technologies and inculcate the skills to use these technologies. 

You must realise that in the current disruptive era, you can thrive 
if you are innovative and agile to embrace the change as it happens. 
We can always plan and rebuild ourselves by adapting the change 
as the situation requires. As the famous British statesman Winston 
Churchill once said “To improve, is to change; to be perfect is to 
change often!’’ So, change is the new normal, get prepared. 

All the Best! Stay Safe, Stay Healthy. 

All the Best!
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VICE PRESIDENT’S COMMUNICATION  

Dear Students,

"Long years ago we made a tryst with destiny… At the 
stroke of the midnight hour, when the world sleeps, 
India will awake to life and freedom.” This was 

Jawaharlal Nehru’s iconic speech on India’s First Independence 
day, delivered on the midnight of August 14, 1957 which 
instilled hope of a new, free dawn for the people of India. Every 
Independence Day is an occasion to remember, cherish and 
celebrate India’s freedom; to dive into India’s history  and marvel 
at the achievements and sacrifices of our freedom fighters. As we 
celebrate India’s 74th Independence Day, let’s honour the valiant 
heroes who made us the proudest of all human and gifted us the 
greatest gift to mankind - Freedom. Let’s honour the impregnable 
courage which allows us to breathe free and May the spirit of this 
day give you the same courage to chase your dreams no matter 
where they take you. Happy Independence Day to all of you!

I hope this Independence Day will also inspire us to fight the 
COVID-19 pandemic and the adversities it has brought to our 
educational and professional aspirations. While most of the 
educational institutions remain closed due to the pandemic, 
Students ranging from school going children to postgraduate 
students are affected. To facilitate continuous learning of our 
students, Board of studies is providing Virtual Coaching Classes, 
e-books, e-capsules etc. which all are acting as a catalyst in 
achieving your learning goals. 

Virtual Coaching Classes (VCC) - To provide our students 
a classroom like interactive learning environment, Board of 
Studies, ICAI has commenced Free Virtual Coaching Classes 
from 1st July 2020, which will help them to prepare for the 
forthcoming November 2020 examination while staying safe 
at home. These classes are being held 11:00 - 13:00 hours and 
14:00 - 16:00 hours for Foundation, 07:00 - 09.30 hours and 
18:00 - 20:30 hours for Intermediate and 07:00 - 10:00 hours and 
18:00 - 21:00 hours for Final course.  Thousands of students are 
benefiting from these classes and making use of these classes to 
aid them to accomplish their learning goals.

e-Books - The e-Books for all the three courses of CA Course 
(Foundation, Intermediate and Final) are available on ICAI 
Digital Learning Hub. These e-Books contain study material 
with embedded topic-wise video lectures and self-assessment 
questions whereby students can get all the resources for a topic 
integrated at a single place. Students can annotate, highlight 
text and make notes which they can use for later reference. Final 

CA. NIHAR NIRANJAN JAMBUSARIA
VICE PRESIDENT, ICAI

May we think of freedom, not as the right to do as we please, but as the opportunity to do what is right. - Peter Marshall

Course video lectures are under recording phase and hence, 
they are being embedded as and when recorded topic-wise. 
However, complete video lectures are available for Foundation 
and Intermediate Courses.

Quick Referencer capsules - These e-Capsules are a compilation 
of subject-wise capsules published in the Students' Journal since 
April, 2017. These are available in group-wise and subject-wise 
format for easy accessibility. Students can use this handy resource 
for quick revision before the examination as the concepts are 
explained in an understandable pictorial way. These are available 
under BoS Knowledge Portal on the Institute website.

“All successful people have a goal. No one can get anywhere 
unless he knows where he wants to go and what he wants to 
be or do. ”                                                  —Norman Vincent Peale

Goal setting is a powerful tool and can certainly help a person 
to improvise himself to achieve his goal. By setting inspirational 
goals for yourself, goals that will get you moving towards them, 
you are able to easily measure your progress and realize what you 
are capable of achieving in your profession. The real journey you 
experience in achieving your goals provides you with the self-
belief and self-confidence that is needed to constantly improve 
upon your performances in your profession. 

"Do not lower your goals to the level of your abilities. Instead, 
raise your abilities to the height of your goals."

—Swami Vivekananda

For the accomplishment of any goal in life, a person needs 
a persistent mind, vigorous endeavour and unshakable 
determination. You have to cultivate the qualities if you wish to 
ensure a bright future and an honourable and worthy career. In 
facing different situations in life, you have to learn to practice 
equitability and kindness. Equal-mindedness and a sense of 
oneness with all are the marks of a true human being. You have 
to play an important role to contribute to overall growth and 
progress of our society, profession and country.

Stay safe and healthy. 

Yours sincerely
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Dear Students,

At the outset I would like to convey my Independence 
Day greetings to you all and your families. This 
day reminds us of the countless martyrs, freedom 

fighters who made supreme sacrifice of their lives towards the 
noble cause of freedom. As we pay sincere tributes to these 
great souls, we must pledge to free our mind of all negative 
thoughts, shortcomings and weaknesses so that we can tread 
on the path towards success with courage, determination and 
commitment. 

 India is  poised to play a strategic role in the new world 
order while upholding the secular and democratic principles, 
at the same time preserving the diverse cultural heritage and 
value system that is interwoven in its socio-political fabric. 

We are equally proud of our beloved institute ICAI, for 
its continuous contribution as a true Partner in Nation 
Building by working hand in hand with the government in 
policy making and steering the economy to ensure inclusive 
growth.

Board of Studies: Committed to your growth
We at BoS have been striving to not only improve the existing 
knowledge resources and services network but also introduce 
new initiatives incrementally to ensure that our students 
always stay ahead of the learning curve. 

The on-going Free Virtual Coaching Classes is one 
such initiative that has positively engaged our students 
at all levels, across all locations within India and beyond, 
exhorting them to study regularly thus, utilizing their time 
productively, and learning a new concept every day. These 
classes have been instrumental in connecting students in 
rural areas with the mainstream, providing them with an 
equal learning opportunity thus, creating knowledge parity 
amongst students. 

It is heartening to note that most of you are sincerely 
attending the sessions,  and participating actively. It is evident 
from your appreciating remarks and excellent feedbacks that 
you are benefitting from these classes. I urge you to encourage 
your peers to attend these classes and hope that many more 
students will join and make this initiative a tremendous 
success.

I would like to further apprise that the BoS is currently 
CA. (DR.) DEBASHIS MITRA
CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF STUDIES (ACADEMIC), ICAI

Is freedom anything else than the right to live as we wish? Nothing else. - Epictetus

working tirelessly towards Systematic Quality Enhancement 
of the Study material for all the subjects at all levels. 
This mammoth task has been initiated with an objective 
to make the material error-free, lucid and enriched with 
more examples, illustrations and exercises. This extensive 
exercise will substantially enhance the clarity, readability, 
comprehensibility and credibility of the study material. 

This issue comprises inclusive subject capsules on 
Business Laws for CA Foundation, Financial Management 
for Intermediate and Multidisciplinary Case Studies for 
Final. These provide vital concepts succinctly presented in 
a lucid and illustrative manner for easy comprehension and 
revision.

Sound Strategy and Balanced Approach
As you know that the next exams will now be held in November 
2020. You have ample time to devise your own strategy, based 
on your strengths and shortcomings. You can fix your daily 
regimen with defined daily targets to guide you.  You must 
build your studying capacity, gradually increasing the total 
study hours and clock your time every day. This will help you 
to keep a track of your productive time. Since many of you 
must have resumed practical training, it is important that you 
strike a balance between training and studies. Remember an 
impeccable plan and meticulous execution with periodic self-
assessment to gauge your performance to identify and rectify 
the frequent mistakes is most likely to lead you to success. 
You must plan ahead in a manner such that you are able to 
multitask by attending office and still conserving your vital 
energy as well as discipline to study regularly.   You must be 
willing to give your best to achieve the best! 

Before I conclude, I would like to quote the proverb, A 
good start is half the job done. So, just take off with full force! 

Best Wishes,
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A CA’S JOURNEY TO IIM AHMEDABAD

Aayushi Suresh Mehta 
ICAI Membership No. 183044

The Secret of getting ahead is getting started!
It still feels surreal to have got an official ticket to one of the 
premier Business Schools of the country - IIM Ahmedabad. 

When I walk down the memory lane, reminiscing the past 
events, I realize that the seeds of this journey had been sown 
right during my article-ship days. 

CA Course: Unison of Knowledge and Skills
Being a student of the highly coveted CA course, which is 
a formidable blend of theoretical knowledge which lends a 
firm foundation and practical training that instills the rigour 
and research to apply the knowledge and helps to hone your 
analytical, communication and interpersonal skills, I knew 
how to optimally utilize both to the best of my capability in my 
academic pursuits. The detailed curriculum carefully framed 
in consonance with the world-class accounting standards 
requires determination, discipline and diligence along with 
sound strategy, focused approach and strong commitment to 
attain desired results. Articleship (Practical Training) helps 
to ingrain these essential attributes along with a sense of 
responsibility and urgency towards completing the task at 
hand while working closely with your peers as a team. 

Set your target
I always felt inspired by my peers who had been able to get 
a rank. I wondered if I could do it too! After some amount 
of introspection, I realized, there is only one way to find out! 
With a new goal in mind, I started to prepare for CA Final 
well in advance. On the first day of my 4 month long study 
leave, I stuck a note on the wall which read – ‘Target 520 
marks’.  I was studying with a new perspective which made 
all the difference.  I was a lot more disciplined and focused. 
Fast forward to the result day when my brother called me up 

and said “You have got a rank! AIR 48!!! Total of 523!” It was 
in this moment that I realized - If you are driven by sheer 
determination and dedication, there is no goal that you 
can’t achieve. And to always aim for more.

After celebrating for a few days, every CA is faced with this 
question “What next?” A part of me wanted to try for CAT. 
Even so, I put that thought on the back burner and decided 
to take up a corporate job. However, the dream of doing 
an MBA from  a top Business School was always there. In 
April’19 I heard about a few friends who got  selected to the 
IIMs. It was then that I firmly decided there is no harm in 
trying and giving my best as they say, “If you never try, you 
will never know”. 

My Strategy: Untiring efforts and continuous 
self-assessment

I soon joined a coaching institute and started preparing 
for CAT. I also had CFA Level 3 examination in June 2019 
and it soon became difficult to juggle between CFA, CAT 
and work. I could not really focus on preparing for CAT, 
as merely attending classes and taking Mock Tests is never 
enough.  After a lot of contemplation, I decided to quit my 
job in September 2019 which gave me 2 months to prepare 
for CAT. Before starting preparations, I took 10 Mock Tests. 
I prepared an excel sheet to keep a track of my performance/
percentiles, the portion to be covered etc. This became my 
roadmap for the next 2 months.

I realized that I was weak at Verbal Ability and Reading 
Comprehension (VARC) since I did not have a habit of 
reading. I scored as low as 11 out of 100 in one of the mock 
tests. Post that, I made it a point to read for an hour or two 
daily, covering articles across various genres. I took a lot of 

This riveting article chronicles the events/milestones in the life of a young member who vividly narrates her 
incredible journey to accomplish two major academic milestones viz. qualifying the CA exam and getting selected 
to India’s most sacrosanct and celebrated B-School, Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad. She candidly pens 
down her grit and resolve, her apprehensions and upheavals, her strategy and achievements along the sagacious 
expedition. It is intriguing to note how she applied the lessons learnt during her article-ship period to tide over her 
apprehensions and went on to chase her dream and finally achieved it. The ingenuity and authenticity with which 
she describes her experiences is palpable. A must read for one and all!  Read it through to get inspired….
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sectional tests to improve my reading skills to comprehend 
the passage better. After scoring a 76 a few days prior to the D 
Day, I felt a bit relieved.

Data Interpretation and Logical Reasoning (DILR) was my 
favorite as it came to me naturally and I did not have to put 
as much efforts. However, after a few Mock Tests, I saw there 
was no improvement in the scores and the percentile kept 
dropping. This triggered me to analyze it better as it is very 
important to choose the correct sets and I understood the 
importance of strategizing. It is the section where you spend 
about 7 to 8 minutes solving a particular set only to realize that 
you cannot go ahead with it and the pressure keeps building. 
I soon realized that Logical Reasoning comprised 1-2 crux 
points and if you could get those while reading the question, 
it can be solved in minimum time. Data Interpretation though 
time consuming as it entails a lot of calculations, is relatively 
easy. Most importantly, there are always 3-4 easy sets as long 
as you can identify those. Therefore, securing a 99 percentile 
is manageable. 

I devised my strategy accordingly – Scan the paper for 10 
minutes, try to attempt  2 to 3 easy Logical Reasoning  sets 
in next 20 minutes, thereafter, 1 to 2 Data Interpretation sets 
in next 20 minutes and finally, if time permits,  moving on to 
the difficult LR sets.

Quantitative Aptitude (QA) required a lot of efforts as I 
had lost touch of it since HSC. Despite attending all lectures 
religiously and being able to solve each question in the class, 
I could hardly manage to solve around 8 to 9 questions in the 
mock tests. I was facing difficulty in application of formulas 
even when I knew the concept well. So once I was done with 
all the chapters, I started watching video solution of every 
question asked in the mock tests and prepared notes of all the 
tricks, formulas and concepts. By the end of 2 months, I had 
a notebook which had about 1000 questions (I took 30 mock 
tests). This helped me a lot as now I was more familiar with 
the application and could solve the questions quickly. My 
strategy was simple - to attempt the questions which could 
be done in 1 to 2 minutes in the first round, at the same time 
jot down the questions which appeared to be easy but lengthy 
and cover those in the second  round. 

The 2 months were really stressful as my percentile kept 
fluctuating from 65 to 98. The most challenging part was to 

keep trying even after getting a bad score. Also, there was a 
constant thought that what if quitting the job turned out to 
be a wrong decision and I  realized  that perhaps  I borrowed 
trouble for myself.  However, I kept reminding myself the only 
reason for leaving my job was to give my 100%, so instead of 
worrying about the failure, I should just focus on how I can 
make the most of the days I still have. The firm resolve helped 
me to analyze better, realize my strengths and weaknesses 
and persevere till I had achieved my goal.  Having said this, it 
is equally important to take a day off and do something that 
you like to relax your mind. 

The D Day – 24th November 2019: Collect your 
Nerves

I entered the examination hall with a positive mindset.  Not 
for long though, as VARC section of CAT 2019 was the most 
difficult and I started to panic as I was already weak at it. In 
the initial 30 minutes, I could see my dreams crashing and 
MBA seemed a bit airy-fairy by now. However, I knew I 
could not spoil the next 2.5 hours because of it. I took rest 
for a minute, had a sip of water and started again. The next 30 
minutes passed on quickly. I knew I had to cover up in DILR 
and QA section. When I started with DILR, in spite of it being 
easy, I could not solve the first 2 sets that I chose as I was too 
nervous. I wasted 15 minutes. I did not give in and tried the 
third set. Fortunately, it was a cake walk which turned the 
corner and post this I could easily solve 5 sets (including the 
first  2 I had initially left). DILR, which was my strong suit, 
finally came in as a knight in shining armor. I was pretty sure 
about the accuracy which gave me the motivation to try even 
harder for QA as I saw a ray of hope. QA was pretty smooth 
as I could follow my strategy. I left the examination hall with a 
lot of doubts about VARC but I was happy that DILR and QA 
would compensate for it and the overall would still be decent. 
My learning from the experience was - Never give up till it 
is actually over, you never know what could be the turning 
point in your journey.

4th January 2020 – The CAT results are out: Preparations 
paid off!

Overall – 97.58 percentile (VARC 79.29/ DILR 99.50/ QA 
97.43)

Looking at the VARC percentile I couldn’t really focus on any 
other score. I felt like my dreams had shattered as most of the 
IIMs and top B-Schools have minimum sectional percentile 
of 80 to 85  as one of their shortlisting criteria. Fortunately, 
IIM Ahmedabad had sectional percentile cut off as 70. When 
I saw the mail from IIMA stating “You have been shortlisted 
for Analytical Written Test & Personal Interviews (AWT-
PI)”, I knew that it was my only chance and I have to be 
very well prepared. Soon, I started preparing for the mock 
interviews which was just as difficult as cracking CAT. I even 
had interviews where I was told “based on this interview, 
I would not select you”. After each bad mock interview, I 
would again work upon the feedback and read more about 

I devised my strategy accordingly 
– Scan the paper for 10 minutes, 
try to attempt 2 to 3 easy Logical 

Reasoning sets in next 20 minutes, 
thereafter, 1 to 2 Data Interpretation 

sets in next 20 minutes and finally, 
if time permits, moving on to the 

difficult LR sets.

‘‘

’’



current affairs, brush up on my academics, recollect all 
the assignments I had worked on, introspect to be able to 
answer questions based on personality. After around 10 mock 
interviews, I felt I was prepared to bell the CAT! 

21st February 2020 – IIM Ahmedabad Inter-
view

The one statement I had heard the most during my mock 
interviews was, “Do not be stressed about the interview as 
they are looking for reasons to select you and not reject”. I 
didn’t believe it till I had my interview.

Take it as it comes
The interview did not start on an expected note with “tell 
me about yourself”.  Neither did they ask anything related 
to academics nor were there any technical questions. It was 
mostly based on current affairs. Nonetheless, they did give 
subtle hints in between, appreciated my honesty and did not 
counter question. They gave me ample chances to speak on 
the topic of my choice and made me comfortable. Although it 
was not smooth, but being calm and composed helped. I was 
glad I took it as a conversation instead of an interview.

28th May 2020 – The dream comes true, once again!
There is no count of the number of times I read the line “You 
have been selected for admission to IIM Ahmedabad”. 
There are no words to describe the happiness I felt seeing 
tears in the eyes of my parents’. Their dream had come true 
too. It was the collective efforts and support of my family, 
mentors and friends that made this possible.

The quote from Pursuit of Happiness, “You want something, 
go get it. Period.” – Felt more true now than ever!

I now know that my articleship days, all the hard work I had 
put in while preparing for CA Final and CAT and 2 years work 
experience were the building blocks towards this journey. It is 
just the beginning of a new adventure.

My advice to future CAT aspirants would be - Take that leap 
of faith and keep trying till you achieve your goal. As long 
as you are dedicated, you will always find a way!!!

Disclaimer: The views expressed or implied in the article are that of the 
author and may not necessarily represent the views of the Institute.
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  MULTIDISCIPLINARY CASE STUDY

CA FINAL (NEW) - PAPER 6F - MULTIDISCIPLINARY CASE STUDY

Paper 6F:
Multidisciplinary 

Case Study

Paper 1:
Financial 
Reporting

Paper 2:
Strategic 
Financial 

Management

Paper 3:
Advanced 

Auditing and 
Professional 

Ethics

Paper 4:
Corporate 

and Economic 
Laws

Paper 7:
Direct Tax 

Laws & 
International 

Taxation

Paper 8:
Indirect Tax 

Laws

Paper 5:
Strategic Cost 
Management 

and 
Performance 

Evaluation

Students electing this Paper 6F Multidisciplinary Case Study are advised to refer the study material of the core subjects at the 
Final (New) level. Students need to keep in mind that this paper involves application of all the core papers, thus, conceptual 
understanding of each and every topic is required in detail to answer the questions in an efficient and effective manner.

Standards/ Guidance Notes/ Legislative Amendments etc. 
applicable for above-mentioned core papers would also 
be applicable as it is to the Paper 6F Multidisciplinary 

Case Study.

Two illustrative case studies have been provided below for 
practice purpose. Students are suggested to solve the same in 
examination condition and check for the answers only after 

attempting both the case studies.

The question paper of this subject would contain 5 case studies 
of 25 marks each, out of which student has to attempt any 4. 

In each case study carrying 25 marks, MCQs would be for 
10 marks and descriptive questions involving computation/ 
analysis/ interpretation would be for 15 marks in the ratio of 

40:60 between MCQs and descriptive questions.

Thus, while choosing which case studies to attempt, student 
may first go through all the case studies at one glance and then 

decide which of the four case studies out of five he/ she has 
prepared well with maximum topics coverage.

Students must divide their four hours between four case studies 
to be answered meticulously. Once the case studies have been 

opted, give them a comprehensive reading while attempting the 
same. Try to note down the topics covered and then refer the 

same from the reference material.

CASE STUDY 1
Shanaya Limited owns a Building A which is specifically used 
for the purpose of earning rentals and had been classified as 
‘Property, Plant and Equipment’ in the financial statements, 
before the applicability of financial reporting framework as per 
the principles of Indian accounting standards. The Company 
has not been using the building A or any of its facilities for its 
own use for a long time. The company is also exploring the 
opportunities to sell the building if it gets the reasonable amount 
in consideration.
Following information is relevant for the Building A for the year 
ending 31st March, 2020:
Building A was purchased 5 years ago at the cost of Rs. 10 crore 
and building life is estimated to be 20 years. The company follows 
straight line method for depreciation.
During the year, the company has invested in another Building B 
with the purpose to hold it for capital appreciation. The property 
was purchased on 1st April, 2019 at the cost of Rs. 2 crore. 
Expected life of the building is 40 years. As usual, the company 
follows straight line method of depreciation.
Further, during the year the company earned/incurred following 
direct operating expenditure relating to Building A and Building 
B, however the accountant instead of capitalising the same, has 
directly debited it to Profit and Loss:

Rental income from Building A = Rs. 75 lakhs
Rental income from Building B = Rs. 25 lakhs
Sales promotion expenses = Rs. 5 lakhs
Fees & Taxes = Rs. 1 lakhs
Ground rent = Rs. 2.5 lakhs
Repairs & Maintenance = Rs. 1.5 lakhs
Legal & Professional = Rs. 2 lakhs
Commission and brokerage = Rs. 1 lakhs

The company does not have any restrictions and contractual 
obligations against Property - A and B. For complying with the 
requirements of Ind AS, the management sought an independent 
report from the specialists so as to ascertain the fair value of 
Buildings A and B. The independent valuer has valued the fair 
value of property as per the valuation model recommended by 
International valuation standards committee. Fair value has been 
computed by the method by streamlining present value of future 
cash flows namely, discounted cash flow method.
The other key inputs for valuation are as follows:
The estimated rent per month per square feet for the period is 
expected to be in the range of Rs. 50 - Rs. 60. And it is further 
expected to grow at the rate of 10 percent per annum for each of 
3 years. The weighted discount rate used is 12% to 13%.
Assume that the fair value of properties based on discounted 
cash flow method is measured at Rs. 10.50 crores. The treatment 
of fair value of properties is to be given in the financials as per the 
requirements of Indian accounting standards.
One of the Shanaya Limited’s manufacturing units is situated at 
one of the remotest areas of India. Being the company, whose 
main objective is also concerned with the welfare of masses, it 
has been specifically told by the Government of India to take part 
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in initiatives such as ‘Swach Bharat Abhiyaan’. Its main objective 
would be to create awareness amongst the rural people to be 
more cautious towards cleanliness and thereby also constructing 
toilets and imparting training programs. With the passage of 
time, the costs are expected to be increased. The campaign would 
run for 4 years and the expected costs to be incurred by company 
from year to year are expected as follows:

Year 1 = Rs. 20 crore
Year 2 = Rs. 40 crore
Year 3 = Rs. 70 crore
Year 4 = Rs. 120 crore

The company has also received the grant of Rs. 35 crore from 
Government of India to compensate for the costs which it is 
going to incur over a period of 4 years.
Meanwhile assume that the financial statements have been 
prepared for the year ending March 2020; the auditor of Shanaya 
Limited has noted following observation in its audit report, said 
observation has been documented after discussions with ‘Those 
charged with governance’:
“The Holding Company also owns various immovable properties 
that have been let out to Group Companies/ third parties for varied 
lease periods. Ind AS 40 ‘Investment Property’ requires assets to 
be classified as Investment Property in case certain conditions 
are met. This involves significant judgment and estimation with 
respect to the lease term, management intention etc., basis which 
the assets are classified either as property, plant and equipment or 
investment property in the Balance sheet.”
Corresponding to above observation, issue has been addressed in 
the audit report by auditors as follows:
“We obtained an understanding of financial statement closure 
process, including the process of assessment and classification of 
immovable properties and preparation of relevant disclosures. We 
also understood design and implementation of controls, tested the 
operating effectiveness of these controls, including validation of 
management review controls.
We assessed various lease agreements entered into by with group 
Companies / third parties and evaluated terms of agreements, 
along with requirements of Ind AS.
We read the judgements and assumptions made by the management 
with respect to classification of investment properties.
We assessed the disclosure of investment property made in the 
consolidated Ind AS financial statements.”
Shanaya Limited’s turnover during the P.Y. 2017-18 and 2018-19 
was Rs. 500 crore and Rs. 600 crores respectively. The company’s 
turnover for the P.Y. 2019- 20 is Rs. 800 crores. Net profit as per 
the Statement of Profit and Loss Account for the previous year 
2019-20 is Rs. 500 crores. Details of the expenses debited to the 
Statement of Profit and Loss A/c for the year ended 31.3.2020:

Particulars Rs. (crores)
Depreciation as per the Companies Act, 2013 80.00
Interest on borrowings from banks not paid up to 
tax return filing

2.75

Provision for bad and doubtful debts 6.20
Corporate social responsibility expenses 2.50
Expenses incurred for services taken from 
Saurashtra Pvt. Ltd., a company registered in 
Maharashtra region, on which corresponding 
TDS under section 194C has not been deducted 

7.00

Bonus paid on April 30th,2020 3.00
Expenses incurred on voluntary retirement 
scheme 

2.40

During the previous year 2018-19, company has not deducted 
tax at source on the amount of expenditure of Rs. 15.73 crores 
incurred and paid to PQR Private Limited. Company has 
collectively deducted tax at source on the further payment made 
to PQR Limited and deposited the same to the credit of Central 
Government in the financial year 2019-20 along with interest.
Following information relates to Block of assets for financial year 
2019-20 as per Income-tax Act, 1961:

Block of 
assets

Written 
down value 

on the 
first day of 
previous 

year

Purchase 
of new 
asset

Date of 
purchase

Date of 
ready to 

use

Date of put 
to use

Land Nil 50 01/04/2019 - -

Plant and 
Machinery

480 Nil - - -

Office 
Building

200 75 08/02/2020 15/02/2020

Furniture 
and fittings

65 35 10/09/2019 13/09/2019 25/09/2019

Intangible 
assets

- 40 25/05/2019 25/05/2019 25/05/2019

The brought forward business loss as per Income-tax return for 
A.Y. 2019-20 is Rs. 35 crores and the company’s retained earnings 
balance for FY 2018-19 is Rs. 1,200 crores.
The company is doing well for some time as the company has 
witnessed rise in its revenue due to its aggressive marketing 
campaigns. Although the revenue has increased since past, but 
the debtors are also accumulating over a period of time. Most 
of its clients are related to Government sector which takes 
reasonably long period of time to get the payment cleared. The 
company is facing liquidity problems due to non-availability of 
cash; hence it has not been able to pay the statutory dues within 
the time. As a consequence, company filed the return of income 
on 31st December, 2020 and paid the due taxes accordingly.
The tax audit of the company started in the month of November 
2020 due to delay on the part of the management. It was finally 
signed by auditor on 20th January, 2021. It may be noted that 
the transfer pricing audit is not applicable to the company for 
assessment year 2020-2021.

QUESTIONS
Part A- Multiple Choice Questions 
1. What appropriate term of the following would be used for 

auditor’s observation on the analysis of issue regarding 
Investment property in the audit report as per relevant 
standard on auditing?
(a) Emphasis of matter
(b) Other matter
(c) Key audit matter
(d) Opinion Para

2. If Income tax provision at the year beginning was Rs. 150 
crores as per books and Income tax paid during the year is 
Rs. 126.09 crores, then the closing balance of Income tax 
provision as per books of accounts is:
(a) Rs. 129.20 crores
(b) Rs. 177.66 crores
(c) Rs. 102.45 crores
(d) Rs. 146.89 crores
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3. There are certain carve-outs and significant differences 
between IFRS and Ind AS. Which of the following 
statements is correct in reference to Ind AS 40 vis-à-vis- 
IAS 40?
(a) Ind AS 40 permits both cost model and fair value 

model for measurement of investments after initial 
recognition.

(b) IAS 40 permits only cost model for measurement of 
investments after initial recognition.

(c) Ind AS 40 permits only fair value model for 
measurement of investments after initial recognition.

(d) IAS 40 permits both cost model and fair value 
model for measurement of investments after initial 
recognition.

4. Calculate the amount, Shanaya Limited would recognise 
in its books of accounts in first year, for the grant received 
from Government of India amounting to Rs. 35 crores.
(a) Rs. 8.40 crores
(b) Rs. 8.75 crores
(c) Rs. 35 crores
(d) Rs. 2.80 crores

5. Whether Shanaya Limited is liable to pay any penalty for 
failure to furnish tax audit report  in accordance with the 
relevant provisions of Income-tax Act, 1961 and if yes, 
then what would be amount of penalty leviable?
(a) Yes, Shanaya Limited is liable to pay penalty of 

Rs. 1,50,000.
(b) Yes, Shanaya Limited it is liable to pay penalty of Rs. 4 

crores.
(c) Yes, Shanaya Limited is liable to pay penalty of Rs. 8 

crores.
(d) No, Shanaya Limited is not liable to pay penalty, since 

the company has filed the tax audit report before the 
end of relevant assessment year.

Part B- Descriptive Questions
6. What would be the treatment of Building A and Building B 

in the Balance Sheet of Shanaya Limited? Provide detailed 
disclosures and computations in line with relevant Indian 
accounting standards. Treat it as if you are preparing 
a separate note or schedule, of the given assets in the 
Balance Sheet.

7. Compute total income and tax liability of Shanaya Limited 
for the assessment year 2020-21, as per provisions of 
Income-tax Act, 1961. Ignore the provisions of Minimum 
Alternate Tax.

8. Compute the amount of advance tax payable along with 
due date for payment of instalments of advance tax during 
the previous year 2019-20 as per the provisions of Income-
tax Act, 1961.

CASE STUDY 2
Glaxosd Ltd. has dedicated an expenditure of Rs. 50 lakhs 
towards advertising of its products. They contacted advertising 
agencies such as McLeod to undertake the marketing of its 
products. They entered into a contractual arrangement for 

undertaking advertisement on TV, Hotstar and Netflix for 
FY 2019-2020. However, Mcleod did not charge any money 
to Glaxosd Ltd. as Glaxosd Ltd. has helped Mcleod during the 
recession in the year 2008. In order to show gratitude, McLeod 
did not bill them for advertising services rendered by them.
McLeod charges a sum of Rs. 25 lakhs for advertising on TV, 
Hotstar and Netflix to companies who are engaged in trading 
of goods for a year. McLeod generally charges a mark -up of 
40% on the cost.
Glaxosd Ltd. has a branch at Guwahati. It supplied 1,00,000 
pieces of garments to the branch on 17th January, 2020. Since 
it had supplied the goods to the branch, it did not charge any 
consideration from the branch. 
Guwahati branch sources its entire purchase from the Glaxosd 
Ltd. The branch in turn sells it to retail customers. The Branch 
sells the goods to the customers at a price of Rs. 15 per piece.
Glaxosd Ltd. issued an invoice of Rs. 1,50,000 plus 5 percent 
GST to a customer who bought 20,000 pieces on 15th May, 
2019. The goods sold to the customer were from the defect 
lot. On 20th May 2019, the rate of tax changed from 5 percent 
to 18 percent. The customer paid the company through a 
cheque dated 18th May, 2019. The funds got credited in the 
bank account on 25th May 2019. The customer got delivery of 
goods on 21st May, 2019.
Mr. Adrio works in Canada for Glaxosd Ltd. He earned salary 
of USD 10,000 per month. 
Mr. Adrio works exclusively to develop the market of the 
product which Glaxosd Ltd. trades in India.
He is deputed in Canada since January 2019. Glaxosd Ltd. 
has also deputed Mr. Ricky for assisting Mr. Adrio in all the 
administrative work of the Mr. Adrio. His salary is USD 100. 
Salary to the employee is due on last day of the month. Salary 
is paid on the due date only. The telegraphic transfer Buying 
rate is stated as under:

Date TT Buying Rate

31.10.2019 65.50

30.11.2019 69.45

31.12.2019 70.57

31.01.2020 72.58

29.02.2020 73.68

31.03.2020 74.69

Mr. Adrio has signed a contract with Glaxosd Ltd. for a period 
of 6 years. Glaxosd Ltd. has insisted Mr. Adrio to sign this 
agreement as the nature of services rendered by him are 
crucial for the company so that they can establish a market 
in Canada.
The Company got on board the brand “Jain Sweets” to manage 
the hunger needs of its employees from May 2019 onwards. 
The company distributed coupons to its entire staff worth Rs. 
200 each. Jain Sweets has variety of food items on its shelf: 
samosa, burger, sweets, farsan, sandwich, etc. The Company 
distributes the coupons on monthly basis. i.e. at the start of 
the month. The Company has 100 employees on its payroll.
The Company also received advance consideration worth Rs. 
10,00,000 on 16th August, 2019 from Jain Sweets in respect of 
the goods in which the company trades in. Jain Sweets wanted 
to buy such goods to distribute it in his village as a token of 
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love. The goods are to be delivered by end of February, 2020.
Glaxosd Ltd. requests the Commissioner of Police, Mumbai to 
provide security in and around the NESCO where exhibition 
will be held for 5 days from 17th January to 21st January, 2020. 
The Commissioner of Police arranges the required security 
for an agreed consideration of Rs. 10 lakhs. 
The son of the promoter of Glaxosd Ltd. wanted to enroll 
himself at IIM for a post graduate degree in business Analytics. 
Since, he is a CA Final student, IIM discussed the following 
details with him so that IIM could check his knowledge on 
GST. 
IIMs have designed following courses for FY 2019-2020:

Name of the Course Duration of 
the Course

Annual Fee

Post graduate in Business 
Analytics

2 years Rs. 2,50,000

Diploma Course in Data 
Science 

9 months Rs. 3,50,000

Masters in Business Planning 3 years Rs. 4,00,000

IIM also has canteen for its students and teachers and 
professors. It has in-house canteen for those students who take 
post graduate and Masters course in IIM. It has outsourced the 
catering services to “Jagdishan Foods” for students pursuing 
Diploma courses.
During the month of April, 2019, 20 students have enrolled for 
postgraduate course, 30 students have enrolled for Diploma 
course and 50 students for Masters course. The monthly 
billing of in-house canteen is Rs. 5,00,000 and the monthly 
billing of Jagdishan Foods is Rs. 2,00,000 for the month of 
April, 2019.

QUESTIONS
Part A- Multiple Choice Questions  
1. What is the amount of salary chargeable to tax in the 

hands of Mr. Adrio and Mr. Ricky? Assume that salary is 
chargeable to tax in India.
(a) Rs. 22,09,500 and Rs. 21,683
(b) Rs. 22,31,183 and Rs. 22,095
(c) Rs. 22,09,500 and Rs. 22,095
(d) Rs. 22,31,183 and Rs. 21,683

2. Would Mr. Adrio be eligible for gratuity from Glaxosd 
Ltd., on completion of his period of service?
(a) No, since he is rendering services outside India
(b) No, since he is only a contractual employee
(c) No, due to reasons mentioned in both (a) and (b) 

above
(d) Yes, he is entitled to gratuity from Glaxosd Ltd. since 

he would have rendered continuous service of not less 
than 5 years.

3.  What is the value of supply of goods sent by Glaxosd Ltd. 
to its branch?
(a) Rs. 13,50,000
(b) Rs. 15,00,000
(c) Rs. 7,50,000
(d) Rs. 11,55,000

4.  What is the time of supply in case of sale of goods by 
Glaxosd to a customer?
(a) 15th May, 2019
(b) 20th May, 2019
(c) 21st May, 2019
(d) 25th May, 2019

5.  Who will pay the GST on the services provided by Mumbai 
Police?
(a) Mumbai Police.
(b) Glaxosd Ltd.
(c) No liability to pay tax as services rendered by Mumbai 

Police are exempt.
(d) No liability to pay tax as services rendered by Mumbai 

Police are covered under zero rated supply.

Part B- Descriptive Questions
6. What is the value of supply rendered to Glaxosd Ltd. by 

McLeod?

7. When should Jain Sweets pay GST on the vouchers 
distributed to employees of Glaxosd Ltd. for the month of 
August 2019 and when should Glaxosd Ltd. pay GST on 
advance received by them from Jain Sweets?

8. What is the value of supply of service rendered by IIMs 
chargeable under the GST Act?

ANSWERS

CASE STUDY 1
Part A
1. (c) Key audit matter
 Reason: As per SA 701, ‘Communicating Key Audit 

Matters in the Independent Auditor’s Report’, Key audit 
matters are those matters that, in the auditor’s professional 
judgment, were of most significance in the audit of the 
financial statements of the current period. Key audit 
matters are selected from matters communicated with 
those charged with governance.

2. (b) Rs. 177.66 crores
 Reason:

 

Particulars Amount (Rs.)

Opening Provision of Income tax 150.00 crores

Provision made during the year 153.75 crores

Tax paid during the year (126.09 crores)

Closing Provision of Income tax 177.66 crores

3. (d) IAS 40 permits both cost model and fair value model 
for measurement of investments after initial recognition.

 Reason: This is due to difference between Ind AS 40 
and IAS 40 not resulting into carve out. IAS 40 permits 
both cost model and fair value model (except in some 
situations) for measurement of investment properties 
after initial recognition. Ind AS 40 permits only the cost 
model.
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4. (d) Rs. 2.80 crores
 Reason: As per Ind AS 20, Government grants shall be 

recognised in profit or loss on a systematic basis over 
the periods in which the entity recognises as expenses 
the related costs for which the grants are intended to 
compensate.

 Accordingly, Amount to be recognised in Year 1 = (20/250) 
x 35 = Rs. 2.80 crores

5. (a) Yes, Shanaya Limited is liable to pay penalty of Rs. 
1,50,000

 Reason: If a taxpayer who is required to obtain the tax 
audit report under section 44AB or to furnish auditor’s 
report with income tax return but if it fails to do so, then it 
is penalized accordingly. The defaulters of tax audit report 
are penalised under section 271B of Income-tax Act.

 Penalty is lower of Rs. 1,50,000 or 0.5% of total sales/
turnover (Rs. 4 crores in this case)

6. Investment property is held to earn rentals or for capital 
appreciation or both. Ind AS 40 shall be applied in the 
recognition, measurement and disclosure of investment 
property. An investment property shall be measured initially 
at its cost. After initial recognition, an entity shall measure all 
of its investment properties in accordance with Ind AS 16’s 
requirements for cost model.
The measurement and disclosure of Investment property as 
per Ind AS 40 in the Bal ance Sheet would be depicted as 
follows:

INVESTMENT PROPERTIES:
Particulars Period ended 

March 31st, 2020 
(Rs. In crores)

Gross Amount:
Opening balance (A) 10.00
Additions during the year (B) 2.00
Closing balance (C) = (A) + (B) 12.00
Depreciation:
Opening balance (D) 2.50
Depreciation during the year (E) (0.5 + 
0.05)

0.55

Closing balance (F) = (D) + (E) 3.05
Net balance (C) - (F) 8.95

The changes in the carrying value of investment properties for 
the year ended 31st March, 2020 are as follows:
Amount recognised in Profit and Loss with respect to 
Investment Properties

Particulars Period ending 
31st March,2019 

(Rs. In crores)
Rental income from investment properties 
(0.75 + 0.25)

1.00

Less: Direct operating expenses generating 
rental income (5+1+2.5+1.5+2+1)

(0.13)

Profit from investment properties before 
depreciation and indirect expenses

0.87

Less: Depreciation (0.55)
Profit from earnings from investment 
properties before indirect expenses

  0.32

Disclosure Note on Investment Properties acquired by the 
entity
The investment properties consist Property A and Property 
B. As at March 31st, 2020, the fair value of the properties is 
Rs. 10.50 crores. The valuation is performed by independent 
valuers, who are specialists in valuing investment properties. A 
valuation model as recommended by International Valuation 
Standards Committee has been applied. The Company 
considers factors like management intention, terms of rental 
agreements, area leased out, life of the assets etc. to determine 
classification of assets as investment properties.
The Company has no restrictions on the realisability of its 
investment properties and no contractual obligations to 
purchase, construct or develop investment properties or for 
repairs, maintenance and enhancements. 
Description of valuation techniques used and key inputs to 
valuation on investment properties:

Valuation 
technique

Significant 
unobservable inputs

Range 
(Weighted average)

D i s c o u n t e d 
cash flow 
(DCF) method

-Estimated rental value 
per sq. ft. per month

-Rs. 50 to Rs. 60

-Rent growth per 
annum

-10% every 3 years

-Discount rate -12% to 13%

7. Computation of Total Income and Tax Liability of 
Shanaya Limited for the Assessment year 2020-2021

Particulars Rs. in 
crores

Rs. in 
crores

Profit as per the Statement of Profit & Loss A/c
Add: Items debited but to be considered separately 
or to be disallowed

500.00

-   Depreciation as per the Companies Act, 2013 
[Disallowed, since depreciation as per Income-
tax Act is allowed]

80.00

-   Interest on borrowings from banks 
[Disallowed as per section 43B, since interest 
payable to banks not paid on or before the due 
date for filing return of income under section 
139(1)]

2.75

-   Provision for bad and doubtful debts
[Provision for doubtful debts is allowable as 
deduction under section 36(1)(viia) only in 
case of banks, public financial institutions, 
state financial corporations, state industrial 
investment corporations and non-banking 
financial corporations. Such provision is not 
allowable as deduction in the case of other 
person. Since the same has been debited to 
Statement of profit and loss, it has to be added 
back for computing business income]

6.20

-   Corporate social responsibility expenses 
[CSR expenditure incurred under the 
Companies Act, 2013 is not allowable as 
deduction by virtue of section 37(1)]

2.50

-   Expenses payable to Saurashtra Pvt. Ltd.
[30% of Rs. 7 lakhs, being payment to Saurahtra 
Pvt. Ltd., would have been disallowed under 
section 40(a)(ia) while computing the business 
income of A.Y.2019-20, since tax has not   been 
deducted during the previous year 2019-20]

2.10
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Particulars Rs. in 

crores
Rs. in 

crores
-  Expenses incurred on voluntary retirement
      scheme

[As per section 35DDA, where an Indian 
company incurs expenditure in connection with 
voluntary retirement, one-fifth of the amount so 
paid shall be deducted in computing the profits 
and gains of the business for that previous year, 
and the balance shall be deducted in equal 
installments for each of the four immediately 
succeeding previous years. Since whole amount 
debited to the profit and loss account, 4/5th 
would be added back] 

1.92 95.47

Less : Permissible expenditure and allowances
-  30% of the amount of Rs. 15.73 crores, being 
payment to PQR Limited was disallowed during 
the previous year 2018-19 due non-deduction of 
tax at source would be allowed during the current 
previous year, since TDS has been deducted and 
deposited this year.

4.72

- Depreciation as per Income-tax Act, 1961 115.75 120.47
Income from business or profession 475.00
Less: Brought forward business loss from the A.Y. 
2019-20

35.00

Gross Total Income 440.00
Less: Deduction under Chapter VI-A        Nil
Total Income 440.00
Tax @ 30% on the above total income (since the 
turnover exceeded Rs. 400 crore in the P.Y. 2017-
18)

132.00

Add: Surcharge @ 12% (since total income 
exceeds Rs. 10 crore)

  15.84

147.84
Add: Health and Education Cess @ 4%     5.91
Total Tax Liability 153.75

Working Note: Computation of Depreciation as per Income-
tax Act, 1961

Block of 
assets

Opening 
WDV 

(A)

Deprecia-
tion rate 

(B)

Additions 
(put to use 

for 180 
days or 

more) (C)

Additions 
(less than 
180 days) 

(D)

Total
(E) = (A) 

+ (C) 
+(D)

Deprecia-
tion
(F)

Land Nil - 50 - 50 -

Plant and 
Machinery

480 15% - - 480 72
(480 x 15%)

Office 
Building

200 10% - 75 275 23.75
[200 x 10% + 
75 x 5% (50% 

of 10%)]

Furniture 
and 
fittings

65 10% 35 - 100 10
(100 x 10%)

Intangible 
assets

- 25% 40 - 40 10
(40 x 25%)

TOTAL 745 125 75 945 115.75

CASE STUDY 2

Part A
1. (a) Rs. 22,09,500 and Rs. 21,683
 Reason: Since both the expatriates received their salaries 

in foreign currency.  In such cases, the salary denominated 
in foreign currency is to be converted to Indian rupees 
using the Telegraphic Transfer Buying Rate of such foreign 
currency as on the following dates: 

 — In case where tax is deducted at source by the employer: 
the date on which tax is required to be deducted at source 
i.e. at the time of payment of such salary 

 — In other cases: the last day of the month immediately 
preceding the month in which the salary is due or is paid 
in advance or in arrears. 

 Thus, salary of Mr. Adrio and Mr. Ricky is computed as 
under:

 

Date TT Buying 
Rate

Mr. Adrio 
Salary 

Mr. Ricky Salary 

31.10.2019 65.50

30.11.2019 69.45

31.12.2019 70.57

31.01.2020 72.58 7,25,800 =100*70.57=7,057

29.02.2020 73.68 7,36,800 =100*72.58=7,258

31.03.2020 74.69 7,46,900 =100*73.68=7,368

Total Rs. 22,09,500 Rs. 21,683

2. (d) Yes, he is entitled to gratuity from Glaxosd Ltd. since 
he would have rendered continuous service of not less 
than 5 years.

 Reason: Section 10(10) of Income-tax Act, 1961 dealing 
with gratuity is stated as under:

 “(ii) any gratuity received under the Payment of Gratuity 
Act, 1972 (39 of 1972), to the extent it does not exceed an 
amount calculated in accordance with the provisions of 
sub-sections (2) and (3) of section 4 of that Act;

8. Computation of advance tax liability and due date for 
payment of advance tax:

Particulars (Rs. in crores)

Total tax liability of the company for 
the assessment year 2020-21 payable as 
advance tax

153.75

Due date of 
installment

Advance tax 
payable till 

date (%)

Amount 
payable 

(Rs. in crore)

Net amount 
payable

On or before 
15.06.2019

15% 23.06 (153.75 
x 15%)

23.06

On or before 
15.09.2019

45% 69.18 (153.75 
x 45%)

46.13 (69.19 - 
23.06)

On or before 
15.12.2019

75% 115.31 
(153.75 x 

75%)

46.13 (115.31 - 
69.18)

On or before 
15.03.2020

100% 153.75 38.43 (153.75 
– 115.31)
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 (iii) any other gratuity received by an employee on his 
retirement or on his becoming incapacitated prior to 
such retirement or on termination of his employment, 
or any gratuity received by his widow, children or 
dependants on his death, to the extent it does not, 
in either case, exceed one-half month's salary for each 
year of completed service, calculated on the basis of the 
average salary for the ten months immediately preceding 
the month in which any such event occurs, subject to such 
limit as the Central Government may, by notification in 
the Official Gazette, specify in this behalf having regard to 
the limit applicable in this behalf to the employees of that 
Government :”

 As per Section 4 of the Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972, 
gratuity shall be payable to an employee on the termination 
of his employment after he has rendered continuous 
service for not less than five years; 

 -- on his superannuation, or 
 --on his retirement or resignation, or 
 -- on his death or disablement due to accident or disease. 
 An expatriate who has already rendered five years of 

service reserves the right to claim gratuity from the Indian 
employer at the time of termination.

3.  (a) Rs. 13,50,000
 Reason: As per Rule 28 of CGST Rules, the methods of 

valuation of transactions between related persons and 
between distinct persons, in the sequence in which they 
are to be applied, are as follows:

 (a) the open market value of such supply;
 (b) if open market value is not available, the value of 

supply of goods or services of like kind and quality;
 (c) if value cannot be determined under the above 

methods, it must be worked out based on the cost of 
the supply plus 10% mark-up [Rule 30) or by other 
reasonable means, in that sequence [Rule 31].

If the goods are intended to be supplied as such by the 
recipient
Value = 90% of the price charged for the supply of goods 
of like kind and quality by the recipient to his unrelated 
customer.
However, it is not mandatory for the supplier to adopt 
this method of valuation. He can opt to value his goods 
in accordance with the valuation methods prescribed in 
clause (a), (b) or (c) above.
Thus, as per above Rule, no open market value of goods is 
available. The value of supply of goods or services of like 
kind and quality is not available as Glaxosd sold defect lot 
to its customer. The third option of cost plus mark-up also 
does not work out as no information is available. 
The branch sells the goods to the retail customers as 
it is , then the value shall be 90% of the price charged 
for the supply of goods of like kind and quality by the 
recipient to his unrelated customer=15 (price charged 
to retail customers by branch * 1,00,000 pieces * 90% = 
Rs. 13,50,000

4.  (d) 25th May, 2019
 Reason: As per Section 14 of CGST Act, the timing of 

two of the three markers (supply, invoice, payment) 
determines the time of supply. If any two of them occur 
before the change in rate of tax, the time of supply will 
fall in the period prior to change in rate of tax i.e., old rate 
will be applicable.  However, if any two of them occur after 
the change in rate of tax, the time of supply will fall in the 
period after the change in rate of tax i.e., new rate will be 
applicable.
Date of crediting of payment in bank account to be the 
“date of receipt of payment” if such crediting takes place 
after 4 working days of change in rate of tax
Thus, applying the above provision, 

 • Issuance of invoice happened on 15th May, 2019
 • Supply of goods -21st May, 2019
 • Receipt of payment: 25th May, 2019

The rate of tax changed on 20th May, 2019. Since two 
events i.e. supply of goods and receipt of payment took 
place after the date of change in tax rate, the time of supply 
will be the 25th May, 2019 i.e. after the date of change in 
tax rate.

5.  (b) Glaxosd Ltd.
 Reason: Services provided by Police or security agencies 

of Government to PSU/private business entities are not 
exempt from GST.
Such services are taxable supplies and the recipients are 
required to pay the tax under reverse charge mechanism 
on the amount of consideration paid to Government for 
such supply of services. In this case, services of providing 
security by the police personnel are not exempt. As the 
services are provided by Government, Glaxosd Ltd. 
is liable to pay the tax on the consideration paid, albeit 
under reverse charge mechanism.

Part B
6. Rule 29 of CGST Rules dealing with principal and agent is 
applicable for value of supply of goods between the principal 
and agent. However, Mcleod (agent) rendered services to 
Glaxosd Ltd. (being the principal).
Thus, the value of supply can be determined as per Rule 30 
or Rule 31.
As per Rule 30, If the value of a supply of goods and/or services 
cannot be worked out by the foregoing methods, its value will 
be 110% of the cost of production/ manufacture/ acquisition 
of such goods or cost of provision of such services
So, the value of supply as per Rule 30 is calculated as under:

Price charged by Mcleod Rs. 25,00,000

Cost of services =Selling Price/140*100 Rs. 17,85,714.3

As per Rule 30, value of supply =110% of cost Rs. 19,64,285.7

The value of supply as per Rule 31, the residual method 
consists of determination of value by using reasonable means 
consistent with the principles and general provisions of 
Section 15 and these Rules.
As per Rule 31 (diagrammatic representation of which is 
stated below), it shall be open market value in case of services 
rendered by Mcleod.)
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7. As per Section 12(4) of CGST Act, time of supply of 
vouchers exchangeable for goods and services is stated as 
under:
(a) Supply of goods is identifiable at the time of issue of 
voucher

   Date of issue of the voucher
(b) Other cases

   Date of redemption of the voucher
Since the supply of goods is not identifiable at the time of 
issue of voucher (as Jain Sweets sell various products), date of 
redemption of voucher is the time of supply. 
For the month of August, the tax needs to be paid by 20th 
September, 2019.
No GST on advances received for supply of goods: In case of 
supply of goods by a registered person (excluding composition 
supplier), GST is to be paid on the outward supply of goods on 
the date of issue of invoice or the last date on which invoice 
ought to have been issued in terms of section 31 [Notification 
No. 66/2017 CT dated 15.11.2017].
Thus, no GST shall be paid at the time of receipt of advance. 
Since goods will be delivered by end of February, invoice 
shall be issued by Glaxosd Ltd. in the month of February 
and GST shall be paid on or before 20th March, 2020.

8. IIMs provide various long duration programs (1 year or 
more) for which they award diploma/ degree certificate duly 
recommended by Board of Governors as per the power vested 
in them under the IIM Act, 2017. Therefore, it is clarified that 
services provided by Indian Institutes of Managements to 
their students- in all such long duration programs (one year or 

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES YES

YES
VALUE= NIL

NO

Taxable supply made between related 
persons and/or between distinct person

Whether the supply is of a service  provided by notified service 
providers between distinct persons without any consideration and 
ITC is available ?

Whether the supply is of goods 
intended to be sold as such by 
the recipient?

Whether the recipient is 
eligible for full ITC?

Is the open market value available?

Is the value of supplies of like kind and 
quality available?

Whether the cost of production/provision 
of supply is available?

Value to be computed as per reasonable means (Best 
Judgment Method)

Value= 110% of cost of production/
provision of supply

Value= Open market value

Value= Value of supplies of like kind and quality

Invoice value= Open market value

Whether the supplier has 
opted to value goods at 90% 
of the price of like goods sold 
by the recipient to unrelated 
customer?

Value= 90% of 
the price of like 
goods sold by 
the recipient 
to unrelated 
customer

more) are exempt from levy of GST. Thus, services rendered 
by providing post graduate and master courses are exempt.
IIMs also provide various short duration/ short term programs 
(less than 1 year) for which they award participation certificate 
to the executives/ professionals as they are considered as 
“participants” of the said programmes. These participation 
certificates are not any qualification recognized by law. Such 
participants are also not considered as students of IIMs. 
Services provided by IIMs as an educational institution to 
such participants are not exempt from GST. Such short 
duration executive programs attract standard rate of GST 
@ 18% (CGST 9% + SGST 9%) [Circular No. 82/01/2019 
GST dated 01.01.2019]. The services provided through 
Diploma course attracts GST, thus the value of services is 
Rs. 1,05,00,000.
If the catering service is one of the services provided by an 
educational institution to its students, faculty and staff and 
the said educational institution is covered by the definition 
of ‘educational institution’ as given above, then the same is 
exempt. Thus, the canteen services run by in-house team of 
IIMs are exempt.
If the catering services, i.e., supply of food or drink in a mess 
or canteen, are provided by anyone other than the educational 
institution, i.e. the institution outsources the catering activity 
to an outside contractor, then it is a supply of service to the 
concerned educational institution by such outside caterer and 
attracts GST. The billing of Rs. 2,00,000 from Jagdishan Foods 
is taxable under the Act.
Thus, the value of taxable supply by IIM is Rs. 1,05,00,000 and 
the value of taxable supply by Jagdishan Foods is Rs. 2,00,000.
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CA INTERMEDIATE (NEW) - PAPER 8A – FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

RISK ANALYSIS IN CAPITAL BUDGETING

This edition of capsule of Financial Management introduces the students at Intermediate level to two interesting chapters, 
namely ‘Risk Analysis in Capital Budgeting’ and ‘Dividend Decision’, which are added in this subject under new scheme of 
syllabus. The level of skills expected at the intermediate level requires understanding the various decisions undertaken to 
manage finance i.e. Procurement, investment and distribution of dividend to equity shareholders.
When a proposal for capital investment is forwarded to the management, management relies on the estimated cash flows to 
undertake investment decisions. The premises of capital investment decisions rest on the ‘degree of accuracy in estimating 
cashflows’ and ‘selection of cut-off ’ rate against which estimated return from the proposal is evaluated. Finance Managers 
applies various techniques of risk measurement and factors risk elements while making estimation of cashflows under 
risk and uncertainty. The subscribers of equity shares finance the capital investment proposal bearing highest risks in 
comparison with other finance providers. Being the highest risk taker equity shareholders expect a ‘return commensurate 
with the magnitude of risk borne by them. Managers of finance are required to discover a trade-off point where shareholders’ 
expectation of return meets with appropriateness of risk adjusted return. ‘Dividend decisions’ covers the various approaches 
or models which are widely used and accepted in finance world.

Points of Discussion

Sources of Risk

Risk and Uncertainty in capital budgeting

Sources of risks

Consideration of risks and uncertainities in capital 
budgeting

Advantages and Limitations of Risk Analysis 
Techniques

Techniques used for Analysis of Risks

• Risk is the variability of possible 
outcomes from the expected one. 

• Uncertainty is a situation when 
probability of cash flows are unknown

• Risk is measured by the Variance 
or Standard Deviation (SD). SD is a 
commonly used tool which measures the 
dispersion of possible outcomes around 
the mean.

RISK

Project-
specific risk

Competition 
risk

Company- 
specific risk

Risk due to 
Economic 
conditions

Industry-
specific risk

International 
risk

Market risk

Techniques 
of Risk 

Analysis 
in Capital 
Budgeting

Statistical 
Techniques

Sensitivity analysis

Probability

Certainty equivalents

Scenario analysis

Coefficient of 
Variation

Risk-adjusted 
discount rate

Variance or Standard 
Deviation

Conventional 
techniques

Others 
techniques

Techniques of Risk Analysis

Statistical 
Technique:

Probability is a measure about the chances 
that an event will occur. 

Expected cash flows are assigned a probability factor (Pi) 
and net cash flows are calculated.

•  PROBABILITY 

Event certain to occur
• Probability = 1

No Chance of happening an event
• Probability = 0

E (R)/ENCF = ∑i=1NCFi×Pi

Where, 
E (R)/ENCF = Expected Cash flows
Pi  = Probability of Cash flow
NCFi  = Cash flows

n

Risk & Uncertainty and its Measurement
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Example:

Expectation Cash Flows (R)
(2)

Probability 
(3)

Expected cash flow (2×3) 
(R)

Best guess 3,00,000 0.3 3,00,000×0.3 = 90,000
High guess 2,00,000 0.6 2,00,000×0.6 =1,20,000
Low guess 1,20,000 0.1 1,20,000×0.1 =12,000

Expected Net cash flow (ENCF)                   2,22,000

Statistical 
Technique:

Conventional 
Technique:

Statistical 
Technique:

•  VARIANCE •  RISK ADJUSTED DISCOUNT RATE (RADR)

•  THE COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION 

It measures the degree of dispersion between numbers 
in a data set from its average.

A risk adjusted discount rate is a sum of risk 
free rate and risk premium.

The Coefficient of Variation calculates the risk borne 
for every percent of expected return.

Variance is calculated as below:

It is calculated as below:

Where, σ2 = variance in net cash flow; 
P = probability and ENCF = expected net cash flow.

Coefficient of variation =

( ) j

n

j
J PENCFNCF

2

1

2 ∑
=

−=σ

Variance measures the  uncertainty of a value from its average. 
Thus, variance helps an organization to understand the level of 
risk it might face on investing in a project.

A variance value of ZERO would indicate that the cash flows that 
would be generated over the life of the project would be same. 

A LARGE variance indicates that there will be a large variability 
between the cash flows of the different years.

A SMALL variance would indicate that the cash flows would be 
somewhat stable throughout the life of the project.

The required rate of return includes compensation for delay in 
consumption plus compensation for inflation equal to risk free 
rate of return, plus compensation for any kind of risk taken.

If the risk is higher than risk involved in a similar kind of project, 
discount rate is adjusted upward in order to compensate this 
additional risk borne.

Standard  Deviation
Expected  Return /Expected  Cash  Flow

It enables to 
calculate the 

risk borne for 
every unit of 

estimated return 
from a particular 

investment.

The investment 
with  lower ratio 

of standard 
deviation 

to expected return, 
provides a better 

risk – return trade 
off.

For selection 
between two 

projects, a project 
which has a 

lower Coefficient 
of Variation is 

selected.

Risk 
premium

Risk free 
rate

Risks 
adjusted 

discount rate
+ =

It is calculated as below:

( )
I∑

n

t
t = 0

NCFNPV = - 
1+k

Where, NCFt  = Net cash flow; K = Risk adjusted discount 
rate; I = Initial Investment

Risk free 
rate

Risk 
Premium

The rate of return on Investments that 
bear no risk. For e.g., Government 
securities yield a return of 6 % and 

bear no risk. In such case, 6 % is the 
risk-free rate.

The rate of return over and above the 
risk-free rate, expected by the Investors 

as a reward for bearing extra risk. 
For high risk project, the risk premium 
will be high and for low risk projects, 

the risk premium would be lower.
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Conventional 
Technique: •  CERTAINTY EQUIVALENT (CE)

Advantages And Limitations Of Risk- 
Adjusted Discount Rate

STEPS in the Certainty Equivalent (CE) 
Method

ADVANTAGES 
of RADR

LIMITATIONS 
of RADR

• It is easy to understand.
• It incorporates risk premium in the 

discounting factor.

• Difficulty in finding risk premium and 
risk-adjusted discount rate.

• Though NPV can be calculated but it 
is not possible to calculate Standard 
Deviation of a given project.

To deal with risks in a capital budgeting, risky future cash 
flows are expressed in terms of the certain cashflows as 
their equivalent. Decision maker would be indifferent 
between the risky amount and the (lower) riskless amount 
considered to be its equivalent.

Step-1

Step-2

Step-3

• Remove risks by substituting equivalent certain 
cash flows from risky cash flows

• Multiply each risky cash flow by the appropriate 
αt value (CE coefficient)

• Capital budgeting methods are applied except 
in case of IRR method

• IRR is compared with risk free rate of interest 
rather than the firm’s required rate of return

• Discounted value of cash flow is obtained by 
applying risk less rate of interest

CE Coefficient (αt) is calculated as below:

CE Coefficient (αt) =  
t

Certain cash flow
Risky or expected cash flow

Certainty Equivalent Coefficients transform 
expected values of uncertain flows into their 

Certainty Equivalents.

Where, 
NCFt = the forecasts of net cash flow for year ‘t’ without 

risk-adjustment
αt        = the risk-adjustment factor or the certainly 

equivalent coefficient.
Kf = risk-free rate assumed to be constant for all 
  periods. 
I = amount of initial Investment.

NPV  =  ∑t=1 - In αt x NCFt

(1+k)t

The value of 
Certainty 

Equivalent 
Coefficient lies 
between 0 & 1.

Certainty 
Equivalent 

Coefficient 1 
indicates that 
the cash flow 
is certain or 

managements
 are risk neutral.

In industrial 
situation, 
cash flows 

are generally 
uncertain and 
managements 

are usually risk 
averse.

Advantages and Disadvantages of CE 
Method

 ADVANTAGES 
of CE Method

DISADVANTAGES 
of CE Method

• Simple and easy to understand and apply. 
• It can easily be calculated for different 

risk levels applicable to different cash 
flows.

• CEs are subjective and vary as per each 
individual’s estimate.

• CEs are decided by the management 
based on their perception of risk. 
However, the risk perception of the 
shareholders who are the money 
lenders for the project is ignored.

Calculation is made as below:
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Risk-Adjusted Discount Rate Vs. Certainty- 
Equivalent:

2. Each year's 
Certainty 

Equivalent 
Coefficient is 

based on level of 
risk impacting its 

cash flow.

1. Certainty 
Equivalent 
Method is 

superior to Risk 
Adjusted Discount 
Rate Method as it 
does not assume 

that risk increases 
with time at 

constant rate.

4. It is difficult 
to specify 
a series of 
Certainty 

Equivalent 
Coefficients 

but simple to 
adjust discount 

rates.

3. Despite its 
soundness, it is 
not preferable 

like Risk Adjusted 
Discount Rate 

Method.

Risk-adjusted 
Discount 

Rate 
Vs. 

Certainty-
Equivalent

Other 
Technique: •  SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Sensitivity 
Analysis

A modeling technique used in Capital 
Budgeting decisions to study the 

impact of changes in the variables on 
the outcome of the project.

As per CIMA terminology,” A modeling and risk 
assessment procedure in which changes are made to 
significant variables in order to determine the effect 
of these changes on the planned outcome. Particular 

attention is thereafter paid to variables identifies as being 
of special significance”

In Sensitivity 
Analysis, the 

project outcome 
is studied after 

taking into 
change in only 
one variable.

The more 
sensitive is the 
NPV, the more 
critical is the 

variable.

It is a way of 
finding impact 
in the project’s 

NPV (or IRR) for 
a given change 

in one of the 
variables.

Steps involved in Sensitivity Analysis

Advantages and Disadvantages of Sensitivity 
Analysis

ADVANTAGES 
of Sensitivity 

Analysis

DISADVANTAGES 
of Sensitivity 

Analysis

• Critical Issues: This analysis identifies 
critical factors that impinge on a project’s 
success or failure.

• Simplicity: It is a simple technique.

• Assumption of Independence: This 
analysis assumes that all variables are 
independent i.e. they are not related to 
each other, which is unlikely in real life.

• Ignore probability: This analysis does 
not look to the probability of changes in 
the variables.

Other 
Technique: •  SCENARIO ANALYSIS

Although sensitivity analysis is probably the most widely 
used risk analysis technique, it does have limitations.  
Therefore, we need to extend sensitivity analysis to deal 
with the probability distributions of the inputs. 
In addition, it would be useful to vary more than one 
variable at a time so we could see the combined effects of 
changes in the variables.
Scenario analysis provides answer to these situations of 
extensions.

Scenario 
Analysis

This analysis brings in the 
probabilities of changes in key 

variables and also allows us to change 
more than one variable at a time.

Step-1

Step-2

Step-3

Finding variables, which have an influence on 
the NPV (or IRR) of the project

Establishing mathematical relationship between 
the variables.

Analysis the effect of the change in each of the 
variables on the NPV (or IRR) of the project.
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Scenario analysis 
begins with base case 
or most likely set of 
values for the input 

variables.

Then, go for worst 
case scenario (low unit 

sales, low sale price, 
high variable cost and 

so on) and best case 
scenario.

Alternatively scenarios 
analysis is possible 
where some factors 

are changed positively 
and some factors are 
changed negatively.

In a nutshell Scenario 
analysis examine the 
risk of investment, to 
analyse the impact of 

alternative combinations 
of variables, on the 

project’s NPV (or IRR).

Sensitivity Analysis Vs. Scenario Analysis

Examining Risk of Investment through Scenario Analysis 

Sensitivity Analysis 
Vs 

Scenario Analysis

The decision is based on the 
following

SCENARIO analysis, on the other hand, is based on a scenario. The 
scenario may be recession or a boom wherein depending on the 

scenario, all input variables change. Scenario Analysis calculates the 
outcome of the project considering this scenario where the variables 

have changed simultaneously. 

SENSITIVITY analysis calculates the impact of the change of a single 
input variable on the outcome of the project viz., NPV or IRR. The 

sensitivity analysis thus enables to identify that single critical variable 
that can impact the outcome in a huge way and the range of outcomes 

of the project given the change in the input variable.

DIVIDEND DECISIONS

Points of Discussion

Meaning of Dividend and its Significance

Meaning of Dividend and its significance Long Term Financing Decision: 

Forms of Dividend

Dividend is the part of profit after tax which is distributed to 
the shareholders of the company. 

Determinants of Dividend Decisions

Theories of Dividend

Meaning, Advantages and Limitations of  Stock split

Profit after 
tax

Distributed Dividend

Retained
Retained 
Earnings

Significance of Dividend policy

Equity can be raised 
externally through issue 
of equity shares or can 
be generated internally 

through retained earnings. 
But retained earnings are 

preferable because they do 
not involve floatation costs.

Whether to retain or 
distribute the profit forms 
the basis of the Dividend 

decision. Since payment of 
cash dividend reduces the 
amount of funds necessary 

to finance profitable 
investment opportunities 

thereby restricting it to find 
other avenues of finance.

Whether the 
organization has 

opportunities in hand 
to invest the amount of 

profits, if retained?

Whether the return on 
such investment (ROI) 

will be higher than 
the expectations of 

shareholders i.e. Ke?
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Because of market imperfections and uncertainty, 
shareholders give higher value to near dividends 

than future dividends and capital gains.

Payment of dividends influences the market price of 
the share. Higher dividends increase value of shares 

and low dividends decrease it.

When the firm increases retained earnings, 
shareholders' dividends decrease and consequently 

market price is affected.

Thus, management should develop a dividend policy 
which divides net earnings into dividends and 

retained earnings in an optimum way so as to achieve 
the objective of wealth maximization for shareholders. 

On the other hand, increase in dividends may cause the 
firm to forego investment opportunities for lack of funds 

and thereby decrease the future earnings per share.

Such policy will be influenced by investment 
opportunities available to the firm and value of 

dividends as against capital gains to shareholders.

Use of retained earnings to finance profitable 
investments increases future earnings per share.

Forms of Dividend

Cash here means 
cash, cheque, warrant, 

demand draft, pay 
order or directly 

through Electronic 
Clearing Service (ECS) 

but not in kind.

When the company 
issues further 

shares to its existing 
shareholders without 

consideration, it is called 
bonus shares. Such 

shares are distributed 
proportionately thereby 
retaining proportionate 

ownership of the 
company.

Forms of 
dividend

Cash 
dividend

Stock dividend 
(Bonus Shares)

Advantages and Limitations of Stock 
Dividend

Determinants of Dividend Decisions

Practical Considerations in Dividend Policy

Factors affecting 
Dividend 
Decision

Availability of funds

Cost of capital

Capital structure

Stock price

Investment opportunities in hand

Internal rate of return

Trend of industry

Expectation of shareholders

Legal constraints

Taxation

A discussion on internal financing ultimately turns to 
practical considerations which determine the dividend 

policy of a company.

The formulation of dividend policy depends upon 
answers to the questions:

Whether there should be a 
stable pattern of dividends 

over the years. 

Whether the company should 
treat each dividend decision 

completely independent. 

Wealth Maximization Decision:

ADVANTAGES 
OF STOCK 
DIVIDEND

LIMITATIONS 
OF STOCK 
DIVIDEND

• Policy of paying fixed dividend per share and 
its continuation increases total cash dividend 
of the shareholders in future

• Conservation of cash for meeting profitable 
investment opportunities.

• Cash deficiency and restrictions imposed by 
lenders to pay cash dividend

• Stock dividend does not affect the wealth of 
shareholders and therefore it has no value for 
them

• Stock dividends are more costly to administer 
than cash dividend
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Theories of Dividend

Theories of Dividend

M.M. 
Approach

Irrelevance 
Theory

(Dividend is 
ireevelant)

Relevance Theory
(Dividend is relevant)

Other Models

Walter's 
Model

Gordon's 
Model

Dividend Discount 
Model (DDM)

Graham & Dodd's 
Model

Linter's 
Model

Dividend's 
Irrelevance 

Theory
• MODIGLIANI and 

MILLER (M.M) HYPOTHESIS

According to MM hypothesis, market value of equity shares 
depends solely on its earning power and is not influence by the 
manner in which its earnings are split between dividends and 
retained earnings.

 Market value of equity shares is not affected by dividend size.

Assumptions of MM Hypothesis:

Perfect 
capital 

markets

No taxes 
or no tax 
discrimi-

nation

Risk of 
uncertainty 

does not 
exist

No 
floatation or 
transaction 

cost

Fixed 
investment 

policy

Where, 
P₀ = Price in the beginning of the period.
P₁ = Price at the end of the period.
D₁ = Dividend at the end of the period.
Ke = Cost of equity/ rate of capitalization/ discount rate.

Where,
Vf = Value of firm in the beginning of the period
n = number of shares in the beginning of the period
∆n = number of shares issued to raise the funds required
I = Amount required for investment
E = total earnings during the period 

Where,
P = Market Price of the share.
E = Earnings per share.
D = Dividend per share.
Ke = Cost of equity/ rate of capitalization/ discount rate.
r = Internal rate of return/ return on investment

As per MM hypothesis, the value of firm will remain 
unchanged due to dividend decision.

P₀ = 

Vf or nP₀  = Market Price

1 1

e

P +D
1+K

(n + ∆n)P₁ - I + E
(1 + Ke )

Advantages and Limitations of MM 
Hypothesis

ADVANTAGES 
of MM 

Hypothesis

LIMITATIONS 
of MM 

Hypothesis

• This model is logically consistent.
• It provides a satisfactory framework on 

dividend policy with the the concept of 
Arbitrage process.

• Validity of various assumptions is 
questionable.

• This model may not be valid under 
uncertainty.

Dividend's 
relevance 

Theory
•  WALTER'S MODEL

As per Walter's Model, in the long run, share prices reflect 
only the present value of expected dividends. Retentions 
influence stock prices only through their effect on further 
dividends.

As per Walter's Model, two factors which influence the 
market price of a share are (i) Dividend per share and 
(ii) Relationship between IRR and Ke.

The relationship between dividend and share price based on 
Walter’s formula is shown below:

e

e

E -D)
(P)    =  

K

rD+ (
K

Price of shares is calculated as below:

This can be computed with the help of the following 
formula:
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All investment 
proposals 

are financed 
through 
retained 

earnings only.

Firm is an 
all equity 

firm i.e. no 
debt.

No taxes 
or no tax 

discrimination 
between 

dividend  and 
capital  gain.

Retention 
ratio (b), 

once decide 
upon, is 

constant.

‘r’ rate of 
return & 

‘Ke’ cost of 
capital are 
constant.

IRR will 
remain 

constant.

No 
floatation 

or 
transaction 

cost.

Growth 
rate (g = 

br) is also 
constant.

The 
firm has 

perpetual 
life.

Ke > g

Investment 
proposals 

are financed 
through 
retained 
earnings 

only.

Perfect 
capital 

markets.

Ke will 
remains 

constant.

Conclusion of Walter’s Model

Company Condition 
of r vs Ke

Correlation between 
Size of Dividend 
and Market Price of 
share

O p t i m u m 
dividend payout 
ratio

Growth r    >     Ke Negative Zero
Constant r    =     Ke No correlation Every payout 

ratio is optimum
Decline r    <     Ke Positive 100%

Growth 
Company:

Decline 
Company:

• Company is able to invest/utilize the 
fund in a better manner. Shareholders 
can accept low dividend because their 
value of share would be higher.

• Company is not in a position to cover 
the cost of capital; shareholders 
would prefer a higher dividend to 
utilize their funds in more profitable 
opportunities.

Advantages and Limitations of Walter’s 
Model

LIMITATIONS 
of Walter’s 

Model

ADVANTAGES 
of Walter’s 

Model

• The formula does not consider all the factors 
affecting dividend policy and share prices.  

• Determination of market capitalisation rate is 
difficult.

• The formula ignores such factors as taxation, 
various legal and contractual obligations, 
management policy and attitude towards 
dividend policy and so on

• Simple to understand and easy to compute.
• It can envisage different possible market 

prices in different situations and considers 
internal rate of return, market capitalisation 
rate and dividend payout ratio in the 
determination of market value of shares.

Dividend's 
relevance 

Theory
• GORDON'S MODEL

Where,
 P₀ = Price per share
 E1 = Earnings per share
 b = Retention ratio; (1 - b = Payout ratio)
 Ke = Cost of capital
 r = IRR and br = Growth rate (g)

According to Gordon’s model, when IRR is greater than 
cost of capital, the price per share increases and dividend 
pay-out decreases. On the other hand when IRR is lower 
than the cost of capital, the price per share decreases and 
dividend pay-out increases.

1
0

e

E (1-b)P =
K -br

Assumptions of Walter's Model 

Assumptions of Gordon's Model 

The following formula is used by Gordon to find out price 
per share:
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Myron Gordon revised his dividend model and considered the risk 
and uncertainty in his model.

Gordon argues that what is available at present is preferable to what 
may be available in the future. As investors are rational, they want 
to avoid risk and uncertainty. They would prefer to pay a higher 
price for shares on which current dividends are paid. Conversely, 
they would discount the value of shares of a firm which postpones 
dividends. The discount rate would vary with the retention rate.

Conclusion of Gordon’s Model

Company Condition of 
r vs Ke

Optimum dividend payout 
ratio

Growth r    >     Ke Zero
Constant r    =     Ke There is no optimum ratio
Declining r    <     Ke 100%

The "Bird-in-Hand" Theory

Bird-in-hand theory of 
Gordon has two arguments

Intrinsic value

Intrinsic value Sum of PV of 
Dividends

PV of Stock Sale 
Price

Sum of PV of future cash flows

Investors are 
risk averse

Investors put a 
premium on certain 

return and discount on 
uncertain return

Relationship between Dividend and Share 
Price on the basis of Gordon's formula

Advantages and Limitations of Gordon’s 
Model

Dividend Discount Model (Possible 
situation)

Where,
 P₀ = Market price per share (ex-dividend)
 D₀ = Current year dividend
 g = Constant annual growth rate of dividends
 Ke = Cost of equity capital (expected rate of return).

( ) 
 
 

0
0

e

D 1+g
Market price per share(P ) = 

K  - g

ADVANTAGES 
of Gordon’s 

Model

LIMITATIONS 
of Gordon’s 

Model

• A useful heuristic model that relates the 
present stock price to the present value of its 
future cash flows. 

• Easy to understand.

• Model depends on projections about company 
growth rate and future capitalization rates 
of the remaining cash flows, which may be 
difficult to calculate accurately.

• The true intrinsic value of a stock is difficult 
to determine realistically.

Other 
Models

• DIVIDEND DISCOUNT MODEL 
(DDM)

It is a financial model that values shares at the discounted 
value of the future dividend payments. Under this model, 
the price of a share will be traded is calculated by the PV 
of all expected future dividend payment discounted by 
an appropriate risk- adjusted rate. The dividend discount 
model price is the intrinsic value of the stock.

Stock Intrinsic Value =
n

e e e e

1 2 n
1 2 n n

D D D
(1+K ) (1+K ) (1+K ) (1+K )

RV+ +.....+ +

Dividend Discount 
Model

(Possible situation)

Zero Growth Constant 
Growth

Variable 
Growth

Zero growth rates: It assumes all dividend paid by a stock 
remains same.

Where,
 D = Annual dividend
 Ke = Cost of capital
 P₀ = Current Market price of share

 i.e.       P₀   =

Annual dividend 
Stock's intrinsic Value    = 

Requied rate of return

D
Ke

In this case the stock price would be equal to:
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Constant Growth Rate (Gordon’s Growth Model):  It assumes 
constant growth of dividend.

The stock market places considerably more weight on 
dividends than on retained earnings. 

Where,
 P = Market price per share (ex-dividend)
 D₀ = current year dividend
 g = growth rate of dividends
 Ke = cost of equity capital/ expected rate of return

Notes:
 g  = b × r
 b  = proportion of retained earnings or (1- dividend 
   payout ratio)

Market price per share (P) = 0

e

D (1+g)
K - g

   

   

Variable growth rate: Variable-growth rate models 
(multi-stage growth models) can take many forms, even 
assuming the growth rate is different for every year.

However, the most common form is one that assumes 3 different 
rates of growth: an initial high rate of growth, a transition to 

slower growth, and lastly, a sustainable, steady rate of growth.

Basically, the constant-growth rate model is extended, with each 
phase of growth calculated using the constant-growth method, 

but using 3 different growth rates of the 3 phases.

The present values of each stage are added together 
to derive the intrinsic value of the stock.

Sometimes, even the capitalization rate, or the required rate of 
return, may be varied if changes in the rate are projected.

Where,
 P = Market price per share
 D = Dividend per share
 E = Earnings per share
 m = a multiplier

P =  
 
 

Em D+
3

Other  
Models • LINTER's MODEL

Under Linter’s model, the current year’s dividend is dependent 
on current year’s earnings and last year’s dividend.

Parameters

The target 
payout ratio

The spread at which current 
dividends adjust to the target

 D1 = D₀ + [(EPS ×Target payout) - D₀] × Af
Where,
 D1 = Dividend in year 1
 D₀ = Dividend in year 0 (last year dividend)
 EPS = Earnings per share
 Af = Adjustment factor or Speed of adjustment

The following are the assumptions of Linter’s Model:

The formula is given below:

Firm have 
a long term 

dividend 
payout ratio.

More concern 
on changes in 
dividends than 

the absolute 
amounts of 
dividends.

Dividend 
changes follow 

changes in 
long run 

sustainable 
earnings.

Managers are 
reluctant to 

affect dividend 
changes that 
may have to 
be reversed.

Criticism of Linter’s Model

Stock Splits

Advantages and Limitations of Stock Splits

CRITICISM of 
Linter’s Model

Does not offer a market 
price for the shares

Adjustment factor is an arbitrary 
number and not based on any 
scientific criterion or method

Stock Splits
Splitting one share into many,

say, one share of R500 in to 
5 shares of R100

ADVANTAGES 
of Stock Splits

LIMITATIONS 
of Stock Splits

• Makes the share affordable to small investors.
• Number of shares may increase the number 

of shareholders.

• Additional expenditure need to be incurred 
on the process of stock split. 

• Low share price may attract speculators or 
short term investors, which are generally not 
preferred by any company.

Other  
Models • GRAHAM & DODD's MODEL

The relationship between dividend and share price on the 
basis of Gordon’s formula is:

The formula is given below:
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PAPER 2(SECTION A): BUSINESS LAWS

CONCEPTS RELATED TO THE ENTERING OF CONTRACT UNDER THE 
INDIAN CONTRACT ACT, 1872

I. Consideration

"This capsule on Paper 2(Section A): Business Laws at the Foundation Level, is in continuation to previous issue of July 
month of the Student Journal. In that issue, we have covered important concepts related to "Offer and Acceptance". In 
this issue, we are covering other important requirements necessitated for the formation of valid contract under the Indian 
Contract Act, 1872. These concepts in summarized  forms with supported case laws, will help students to recapitulate 
important points while revision of the subject."

(1) Importance of consideration

(2) Meaning of consideration 

(3) Requirements of valid consideration 

(4) Suit by a Third Party on an Agreement (Doctrine of Privity 
of Contract)

Rule of Law No Consideration,
No Contract

the Promisee, or

has done or 
abstained from 

doing, or

promises to do 
or abstain from 

doing something, 

any  Other Person,

When at the desire 
of the Promisor-

does or abstains 
from doing, or

Such an Act or Abstinence or Promise  is called 
Consideration for the Promise

move at the 
desire of the 

promisor 

not be unlawful, 
immoral, or opposed 

to public policy

past or present 
or future.

other than the 
Promisor’s existing 

obligation

promisee or 
any other 

person

real and not 
illusory

adequacy of 
consideration

Relevant Case Law

Caselaws Facts Decision

Durga 
Prasad v. 
Baldeo

D (defendant) promised 
to pay to P (plaintiff) a 
certain commission on 
articles which would 
be sold through their 
agency in a market. 
Market was constructed 
by P at the desire of the 
C (Collector), and not 
at the desire of the D 
(Promisor)

D was not bound to pay 
commission as it was 
without consideration 
and hence void.

Caselaws Facts Decision

Chinnayya 
vs. Ramayya

An old lady made a 
gift of her property 
to her daughter with 
a direction to pay a 
certain sum of money 
to the maternal uncle by 
way of annuity. On the 
same day, the daughter 
executed a writing in 
favour of the maternal 
uncle and agreeing 
to pay him annuity. 
The daughter did 
not, however, pay the 
annuity and the uncle 
sued to recover it.

It was held that there was 
sufficient consideration 
for the uncle to recover 
the money from the 
daughter.

General rule
A stranger to a contract cannot sue

Exceptions to the said rule

trusts

Acknowledgement 
of liability / 

Estoppel

covenant 
running  

with land

contract by 
agent

assignment 
of a contract

family 
settlement

Suit can be filed by 
Third Party in following 

circumstances
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(5) Contracts without consideration

Conditions 
where 
contract 
without 
consideration, 
is enforceable

• Agreements made on 
account of natural love 
and affection

• Promise to pay time 
barred debt

• Promise to compensate
• Completed gift
• Bailment
• Charity
• Agency

Relevant CaseLaw : In Kedarnath Vs. Gorie Mohammad , it was 
held that if a promisee undertakes the liability on the promise 
of the person to contribute to charity , there the contract shall 
be valid.

II. Competency of parties

(1) Persons eligible to make a contract

(2) Law relating to Minor’s agreement/ Position of minor 

(3) Position of person of sound mind

(4) Position of agreements with persons of unsound mind

(6) Positions of agreements in case of Drunken/Intoxicated 
person

(5) Positions of agreements in case of persons of permanently 
unsound mind (in case of Idiots)

not otherwise 
disqualified 

from 
contracting

sound 
mind

Major

Agreement 
is void ab 

initio

No estoppel 
to plead on 

minority

Minor can 
be admitted 
to benefit of  
partnership

Contract by 
Guardian 

under 
exceptions are 
valid contract

No ratification 
on attaining 

majority

In case of supply of 
necessaries claim to 
be reimbursed from 
property of minor

In case of Fraudulent 
Representation of age, 
a minor can plead his 

minority but required to 
return the benefit

Case Law Facts Decision

Mohori Bibi 
vs. Dharmo 
Das Ghose

A, a minor borrowed 
R20,000 from B and as 
a security for the same 
executed a mortgage in 
his favour.  He became 
a major a few months 
later and filed a suit for 
the declaration that the 
mortgage executed by 
him during his minority 
was void and should be 
cancelled.

It was held that a 
mortgage by a minor 
was void and B was not 
entitled to repayment of 
money.

Sain Das vs. 
Ram Chand

Where there was a 
joint purchase by two 
purchaser, one of them 
was a minor

It was held that the 
vendor could enforce 
the contract against the 
major purchaser and not 
the minor

Person who is usually of Unsound Mind but occasionally of 
Sound Mind

Person who is usually of Sound Mind but occasionally of 
Unsound Mind

may make a Contract when he is of Sound Mind.

may not make a Contract when he is of Unsound Mind

• Cannot enter into any 
Contract

• Contract entered during 
this period is altogether 
Void

• Cannot be held Liable 
thereon

• cannot understand the terms of a contract, 
• cannot form  a rational judgment as to its effect on his interest

• Can enter into a valid 
contract

• Liable for such contracts

While he is of Unsound Mind

A Sane Person who is delirious from fever or who is  so drunk 
cannot contract during such state because

While he is of sound mind

A person who is permanently of unsound mind

Cannot enter into 
any contract

Any agreement 
entered is 

altogether void

and not liable 
thereon
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the agreement is a contract 
voidable at the option  of 
the party whose consent 
was so obtained.

(7) Persons disqualified by law

contracts by such person are Void.

- Alien enemies
- Foreign ambassadors
- Convicts
- Insolvents
- Corporations
- Etc.

Statutes 
disqualify 

certain persons 
to enter into 

contract

III. Free Consent

(1) Meaning of consent 

(2) Free Consent

(3) Agreement caused by coercion

(4) Consequences of Coercion

(5) Undue influence

Two or 
more 

persons are 
said to have 
consented, 

when-

• they agree upon the 
same thing

• in the same sense 

In absence of 
consent-

Agreement is 
void ab initio

Fraud 

Undue 
Influence

Coercion Mistake

Misrepresentation

Consent is said 
to be free 

when it is not 
caused by

An agreement is 
said to be caused 

by Coercion if 
there is-

Contract 
is said to 

be induced 
by Undue 
Influence 

when- 

• Committing of any act which is 
forbidden by the IPC

• Threatening to commit any act which 
is forbidden  by the IPC

• Unlawful detaining of any property
• Threatening to detain any property

• Relations subsisting between the Parties 
are such that,

• One of the Parties is in a position to 
Dominate the will of the other, and

• The Dominant Party uses that position to 
obtain an Unfair Advantage over the other 

Contract 
induced by 
Coercion

(6) Effect of undue influence

(7) Fraud 

(8) By whom and when fraud is said to be exercised?

(9) Effects of fraud

when agreement caused by undue influence-
• contract is voidable at the option of the party 

whose consent was obtained
• contract may be set aside

Relevant Case Law
In Kirpa Ram vs. Sami-Ud-din Ad. Khan, a youth of 18 years of 
age, spend thrift and a drunkard, borrowed Rs. 90,000 on a bond 
bearing compound interest at 2% per mensem (p.m.). It was held 
by the court that the transaction is unconscionable, the rate of 
interest charged being so exorbitant.

Fraud includes any of the following acts-

suggestion, 
as to a fact 

which is not 
true

active 
concealment 

of a fact

promise 
made 

without any 
intention  

of 
performing 

it

Any other 
act fitted to 

deceive

act or 
omission 
as to law 
specially 
declared 

to be 
fraudulent

• a party to a contract, or 
• with his connivance or
• by his agent 

• another party thereto or
• his agent, or
• to induce him to enter 

into the contract

{

{

Fraud can be 
committed by-

Act when done 
with intent 
to deceive-

(10) Does mere silence amount to fraud ?

General Rule- Mere silence as to facts, 

Exceptions-Mere silence as to facts, 

• which is likely to affect the willingness of a person,
• to enter into a contract, -is no fraud

• where it is the duty of a person to speak, or
• his silence is equivalent to speech, -silence amounts to fraud

Voidable 
contract

Remedies  
available

Right to 
performance

Right to 
Rescind

Right to claim 
damages
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(11) Misrepresentation

(12) Consequences of misrepresentation

(13) Mistake

Relevant Case Law

Caselaws Facts Decision

Word vs. 
Hobbs

H sold to W some 
pigs which were to his 
knowledge suffering from 
fever. The pigs were sold 
‘with all faults’ and H did 
not disclose the fact of 
fever to W.  

Held there was no fraud.

Peek vs  
Gurney

The prospectus issued 
by a company did not 
refer to the existence of 
a document disclosing 
liabilities. The impression 
thereby created was 
that the company was a 
prosperous one, which 
actually was not the case.

Held the suppression of 
truth amounted to fraud.

Regier V. 
Campbell 
Staurt

A broker was asked to buy 
shares for client.  He sold 
his own shares without 
disclosing this fact.  

Held that the client was 
entitled to avoid the 
contract or affirm it with 
a right to claim secret 
profit made by broker on 
the transaction since the 
relationship between the 
broker and the client was 
relationship of utmost 
good faith.

When a person positively states that a fact 
is true when his information does not 

warrant it to be so

When a party causes the other party to 
the agreement to make a mistake as to the 

subject matter.

When there is a breach of duty by a person 
without intention to deceive which brings an 

advantage to him, and loss to the other;

Voidable 
contract

When both the parties 
to an agreement -

Right to Rescind 
the contract

are under 
a mistake

Remedies  
available

Right to insist upon 
performance

the agreement is 
altogether void.

to a matter of fact 
essential to the 

agreement

(14) Types of mistake

(15) Bilateral Mistake

Mistake of Law

Mistake of 
Indian Law

Bilateral  
Mistake

Mistake of 
Foreign Law

Unilateral 
Mistake

Mistake of Fact

Mistake

As to Subject 
Matter

As to the 
Existence

As to the 
Quantity

As to the 
Quality

As to the 
Price

As to the 
Identity

As to the 
Title

(16) Unilateral Mistake

A Contract is not Voidable merely 
because it was caused by one of the 
parties to it being under a Mistake as to 
Matter of Fact.

The agreement is void where a unilateral 
mistake relates to the-
• Identity of the person contracted 

with, or 
• Nature of the contract.

Where only 
one party to the 

agreement is 
under  a mistake

Exception,

(17) Effects of mistake

In Unilateral Mistake -
• As to identity of the person     

contracted with
• As to the nature of 

contract.
• As to other matter.

• The agreement is void.

• The agreement is void.

• The agreement is not void.

In Bilateral Mistake - The agreement is void.

Nature of Mistake and the nature of Agreement

Obligation of 
aggrieved party

He must restore any benefit received by 
him under the contract to the other party 
from whom the benefit had been received 
[Section 64].

Obligation of 
other party

The person to whom money has been paid 
or anything delivered by mistake must 
repay or return it. [Section 72]

(18) Remedies under mistake
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(19) Differences

Coercion and Undue influence

Fraud and misrepresentation

Basis of difference Coercion Undue Influence

Nature of action It involves the 
physical force or 
threat. 

It involves moral or 
mental pressure.

Involvement of 
criminal action

It involves 
committing or 
threatening to 
commit any act 
forbidden by 
Indian Penal Code 
or detaining or 
threatening to detain 
property unlawfully.

No  such  illegal act 
is committed  or a 
threat is given.

R e l a t i o n s h i p 
between parties

It is not necessary 
that there must 
be some sort 
of relationship 
between the parties.

Some sort of 
relationship between 
the parties is 
absolutely necessary.

Exercised by 
whom

Coercion need not 
proceed from the 
promisor nor need it 
be directed against 
the promisor. It 
can be used even 
by a stranger to the 
contract.

Undue influence 
is always exercised 
between parties to 
the contract.

Enforceability The contract is 
voidable at the 
option of the party 
whose consent has 
been obtained by 
the coercion.

Where the consent 
is induced by undue 
influence, the 
contract is either 
voidable or the 
court may set aside 
or enforce it in a 
modified form.

Basis of difference Fraud Misrepresentation

Intention To deceive the other 
party by hiding the 
truth.

There is no such 
intention to deceive 
the other party.

Knowledge of 
truth

The person making 
the suggestion 
believes that the 
statement is untrue.

The person making 
the statement 
believes it to be 
true, although it is 
not true.

Recission of 
the contract 
and claim for 
damages

The injured party 
can repudiate the 
contract and claim 
damages.

The injured party is 
entitled to repudiate 
the contract or sue 
for restitution but 
cannot claim the 
damages.

Means to 
discover the 
truth

The party using 
the fraudulent act 
cannot secure or 
protect himself 
by saying that the 
injured party had 
means to discover 
the truth.

Party can always 
plead that the 
injured party 
had the means to 
discover the truth.

IV. Legality of Object and Consideration
(1) When there is an unlawful object & unlawful consideration 
in an agreement, its effect

(2) Agreements against Public policy

Consideration or Object of an agreement is unlawful, if-
forbidden 
by law

defeats 
provision 
of any law

If it is 
fraudulent

involves 
or implies 
injury to a 
person or 
property 
of another

immoral 
or 
opposed 
to public 
policy

The 
Agreement 
is Void.

The 
agreement 
is void.

The 
agreement 
is void.

The 
agreement 
is void

The 
agreement 
is void.

Trading with 
Enemy

Stifling 
Prosecution

Maintenance 
and 

Champerty

Restraint 
of Personal 

Liberty

Interfering with 
the Course of 

Justice

Creating 
Monopoly

Sale/Transfer of 
Public Offices 

and Titles.

Restrained 
of Parental 

Rights

Brokerage 
Contracts

Restraint 
of Legal 

Proceedings

Restraint of 
Trade

Restraint of 
Marriage

(2) Consequences of agreement expressly declared void

(1) Law declares following agreement to be either illegal or void

Void- ab- initio 

Agreements 
expressly 

declared void 
/ illegal by the 
Contract Act

Agreements by 
Incompetent 

Parties

Agreements made 
under a Mutual 
Mistake of Fact

Agreements, the 
Consideration or 
Object of which 

is Unlawful

Agreements 
in Restraint of 

Trade

Agreements in 
Restraint of Legal 

Proceeding

Agreements 
in Restraint of 

Trade

Agreements 
made without 
Consideration

Agreements 
in Restraint of 

Marriage

Agreements, the 
Meaning of which 

is not Certain

Reciprocal 
Promises to do 

things Legal 
and also Illegal

Agreements 
Contingent on 

Impossible Events

Agreements by 
way of wager

V. Agreements which are expressly declared void
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EXAMINATION ANNOUNCEMENT  

No. 13-CA (EXAM)/N/2020: In pursuance of Regulation 22 
of the Chartered Accountants Regulations, 1988, the Council 
of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India is pleased 
to announce that the next Chartered Accountants Foundation 
Course {Under New Scheme}, Intermediate (IPC) {Under Old 
Scheme}, Intermediate {Under New Scheme} and Final {Under 
Old & New Scheme} Examinations will be held on the dates given 
below at the following places provided that sufficient number of 
candidates offer themselves to appear from each centre.

Similarly, Examinations in Post Qualification Course under 
Regulation 204, viz.: Insurance and Risk Management (IRM) 
Technical Examination, International Trade Laws and World 
Trade Organisation (ITL & WTO) and International Taxation – 
Assessment Test (INTT – AT) (which is open to the members of 
the Institute) will be held on the dates and places (centres in India 
only) which are given below provided that sufficient number of 
candidates offer themselves to appear from each of the below 
mentioned places.
FOUNDATION COURSE EXAMINATION – Under NEW 
SCHEME
[As per syllabus contained in the scheme notified by the Council 
under Regulation 25 F (3) of the Chartered Accountants 
Regulations, 1988.]

9th, 11th, 15th & 17th November 2020

INTERMEDIATE (IPC) COURSE EXAMINATION – Under  
OLD SCHEME
[As per syllabus contained in the scheme notified by the Council 
under Regulation 28 E (3) of the Chartered Accountants 
Regulations, 1988]

Group-I:     2nd, 4th, 6th & 8th November 2020
Group-II:    10th, 12th & 16th November 2020

INTERMEDIATE COURSE EXAMINATION – Under NEW  
SCHEME
[As per syllabus contained in the scheme notified by the Council 
under Regulation 28 G (4) of the Chartered Accountants 
Regulations, 1988.]

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

Examination Department
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India

15th July, 2020

Group-I:      2nd, 4th, 6th & 8th November 2020
Group-II:    10th, 12th, 16th & 18th November 2020

FINAL COURSE EXAMINATION - Under OLD SCHEME
[As per syllabus contained in the scheme notified by the 
Council under Regulation 31 (ii) of the Chartered Accountants 
Regulations, 1988.]

Group -I:  1st, 3rd, 5th & 7th November 2020
Group -II: 9th, 11th, 15th & 17th November 2020

FINAL COURSE EXAMINATION - Under NEW SCHEME
[As per syllabus contained in the scheme notified by the 
Council under Regulation 31 (iv) of the Chartered Accountants 
Regulations, 1988.]

Group -I:  1st, 3rd, 5th & 7th November 2020
Group -II: 9th, 11th, 15th & 17th November 2020

INSURANCE AND RISK MANAGEMENT (IRM)  
TECHNICAL EXAMINATION

Modules I to IV 9th, 11th, 15th & 17th November 2020
INTERNATIONAL TRADE LAWS AND WORLD TRADE  
ORGANISATION 
(ITL & WTO), Part I EXAMINATION

Group A 2nd & 4th  November 2020
Group B 6th  & 8th  November 2020

INTERNATIONAL TAXATION – ASSESSMENT TEST 
(INTT – AT)

9th & 11th November 2020
It may  be emphasized that there would be no change in the 

examination schedule in the event of any day of the examination 
schedule being declared a Public Holiday by the Central 
Government or any State Government / Local Holiday. 

Candidates may note that two of the papers viz. Paper(s) 3 & 
4 of Foundation Examination are of 2 hours duration. Similarly, 
Elective Paper - 6 of Final Examination (under New Scheme) is of 
4 hours. However, all other examinations are of 3 hours duration, 
and the examination wise timing(s) are given below:

Examination Paper(s) Exam. Timings (IST) Duration
Foundation Paper 1 & 2 2 PM to 5 PM 3 Hours

Paper 3 & 4* 2 PM to 4 PM 2 Hours
Intermediate (IPC) (Old Scheme) All Papers 2 PM to 5 PM 3 Hours
Intermediate (New Scheme) All Papers 2 PM to 5 PM 3 Hours
Final (Old Scheme) All Papers 2 PM to 5 PM 3 Hours
Final (New Scheme) Paper 1 to 5 & 2 PM to 5 PM 3 Hours

Paper 7 & 8.
Paper 6 (Elective) 2 PM to 6 PM 4 Hours

Post Qualification Course Examinations i.e. IRM Technical 
Examination, (ITL & WTO), Part I and (INTT – AT)

ALL 2 PM to 5 PM 3 Hours

*In Paper 3 and 4 of Foundation Examination and all papers of Post Qualification Course Examinations there will not be any advance 
reading time, whereas in all other papers / exams mentioned above, an advance reading time of 15 minutes will be given from 1.45 PM 
(IST) to 2 PM (IST).

Foundation Course Examination and Post Qualification Course Examination i.e. IRM is proposed to be held along with Final Group –II 
Examinations on 9th, 11th, 15th & 17th November, 2020 and the Post Qualification Course Examination i.e. INTT - AT is proposed to be held 
along with Final Group – II Examination on 9th and 11th November, 2020 whereas ITL & WTO examination is proposed to be held along with 
4 papers of Group – I, Intermediate (IPC) / Intermediate Examinations.
It may also be noted that operation of the aforesaid schedule is subject to prevailing conditions at the relevant time in regard to Central 
Government / State Government advisories as applicable.
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  EXAMINATION ANNOUNCEMENT
PLACES OF EXAMINATION CENTRES IN INDIA: 
The Chartered Accountants examinations in November 2020 will be held in the following cities:
Sl. No.  Name of the Cities Sl. No.  Name of the Cities Sl. No.  Name of the Cities

1 AGRA 2 AHMEDABAD 3 AHMEDNAGAR
4 AJMER 5 AKOLA 6 ALAPPUZHA
7 ALIGARH 8 ALLAHABAD (PRAYAGRAJ) 9 ALWAR
10 AMBALA 11  AMBIKAPUR* (CHHATTISGARH) 12 AMRAVATI
13 AMRITSAR 14 ANAND 15 ANANTAPUR
16 ASANSOL 17 AURANGABAD 18 BADLAPUR
19 BAHADURGARH 20 BALOTRA* 21 BANSWARA
22 BAREILLY 23 BATHINDA 24 BEAWAR
25 BEED 26 BELGAUM 27 BELLARY
28 BENGALURU 29 BERHAMPORE (ODISHA) 30 BHAGALPUR
31 BHARATPUR 32 BHARUCH 33 BHAVNAGAR
34 BHILWARA 35 BHIWANDI 36 BHIWANI
37 BHOPAL 38 BHUBANESWAR 39 BHUJ
40 BIKANER 41 BILASPUR 42 BULANDSHAHR
43 BURHANPUR 44 CHANDIGARH 45 CHANDRAPUR
46 CHENNAI 47 CHHINDWARA 48 CHITTORGARH
49 CHURU 50 COIMBATORE 51 CUTTACK
52 DARBHANGA 53 DAVANGERE 54 DEHRADUN
55 DELHI / NEW DELHI 56 DHANBAD 57 DHULE
58 DIBRUGARH 59 DURG 60 DURGAPUR
61 ELURU 62 ERNAKULAM 63 ERODE
64 FARIDABAD 65 FATEHABAD 66 FIROZABAD
67 GANDHIDHAM 68 GANDHINAGAR 69 GHAZIABAD
70 GONDIA 71 GORAKHPUR 72 GUNTUR
73 GURGAON 74 GUWAHATI 75 GWALIOR
76 HALDWANI 77 HARIDWAR 78 HISAR
79 HUBLI 80 HYDERABAD 81 ICHALKARANJI
82 INDORE 83 JABALPUR 84 JAIPUR
85 JALANDHAR 86 JALGAON 87 JALNA
88 JAMMU 89 JAMNAGAR 90 JAMSHEDPUR
91 JHANSI 92 JHARSUGUDA 93 JHUNJHUNU
94 JIND 95 JODHPUR 96 JUNAGADH
97 KADAPA 98 KAITHAL 99 KAKINADA
100 KALABURGI* 101 KANCHEEPURAM 102 KANNUR
103 KANPUR 104 KARIMNAGAR 105 KARNAL
106 KISHANGARH 107 KOLHAPUR 108 KOLKATA
109 KOLLAM 110 KOTA 111 KOTTAYAM
112 KOZHIKODE 113 KUMBAKONAM 114 KURNOOL
115 KURUKSHETRA 116 LATUR 117 LUCKNOW
118 LUDHIANA 119 MADURAI 120 MALAPPURAM
121 MANDSAUR 122 MANGALORE 123 MAPUSA (GOA)
124 MARGAO (GOA) 125 MATHURA 126 MEERUT
127 MORADABAD 128 MUMBAI 129 MUZAFFARNAGAR
130 MUZAFFARPUR 131 MYSORE 132 NAGPUR
133 NANDED 134 NASHIK 135 NAVI MUMBAI
136 NAVSARI 137 NEEMUCH 138 NELLORE
139 NIZAMABAD 140 NOIDA 141 ONGOLE
142 PALAKKAD 143 PALGHAR 144 PALI MARWAR
145 PANIPAT 146 PANVEL 147 PARBHANI
148 PATIALA 149 PATNA 150 PIMPRI-CHINCHWAD
151 PONDICHERRY 152 PORT BLAIR* 153 PUNE
154 RAIGARH* (CHHATTISGARH) 155 RAIPUR 156 RAJAMAHENDRAVARAM
157 RAJKOT 158 RANCHI 159 RANIGANJ
160 RATLAM 161 RATNAGIRI 162 REWA
163 REWARI 164 ROHTAK 165 ROURKELA
166 SAHARANPUR 167 SALEM 168 SAMBALPUR
169 SANGLI 170 SANGRUR 171 SATARA
172 SATNA 173 SHIMLA 174 SHIMOGA
175 SIKAR 176 SILIGURI 177 SIROHI
178 SIRSA 179 SIVAKASI 180 SOLAPUR
181 SONEPAT 182 SRI GANGANAGAR 183 SRINAGAR
184 SURAT 185 SURENDRANAGAR 186 THANE
187 THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 188 THRISSUR 189 TINSUKIA
190 TIRUCHIRAPALLI 191 TIRUNELVELI 192 TIRUPATI
193 TIRUPUR 194 TUTICORIN 195 UDAIPUR
196 UDUPI 197 UJJAIN 198 VADODARA
199 VAPI 200 VARANASI 201 VASAI
202 VELLORE 203 VIJAYAWADA 204 VISAKHAPATNAM
205 WARANGAL 206 YAMUNA NAGAR 207 YAVATMAL

* Kindly note that only Foundation Examination will be conducted at these cities.
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EXAMINATION ANNOUNCEMENT  
PLACES OF EXAMINATION CENTRES OVERSEAS: 
[FOR FOUNDATION, INTERMEDIATE (IPC), INTERME-
DIATE AND FINAL EXAMINATIONS ONLY]
The November - 2020 examinations will also be held at the 5 
(Five) overseas examination centres, namely 
• ABU DHABI • DOHA • DUBAI • KATHMANDU • MUSCAT

The Examination commencement timings at Abu Dhabi, 
Dubai and Muscat Centres will be 12.30 PM i.e. Abu Dhabi, 
Dubai and Muscat local time corresponding / equivalent to 2.00 
PM. (IST). The Examination commencement timing at Doha 
Centre will be 11.30 AM i.e. Doha local time corresponding / 
equivalent to 2.00 PM. (IST). The Examination commencement 
Timing at Kathmandu (Nepal) Centre will be 2.15 PM Nepal local 
time corresponding / equivalent to 2.00 PM (IST).

The Council reserves the right to withdraw any city / centre 
at any stage without assigning any reason. 

Online filling up of examination forms:
Applications for admission to Foundation, Intermediate (IPC), 
Intermediate & Final Examinations; Candidates are required 
to apply on-line at https://icaiexam.icai.org from 5th August, 
2020 to 25th August, 2020 and remit the examination fee on-line 
by using VISA or MASTER or MAESTRO Credit / Debit Card 
/ Rupay Card / Net Banking / Bhim UPI. They shall however, be 
required to remit additional ₹ 600/- towards late fee (for Domestic 
& Kathmandu centres) and US$ 10 (for Overseas centres) in case 
the application on-line is made after 25th August, 2020 and upto 
4th September, 2020 [up to 5.30 PM (IST)] 

Whereas the Examination application form for Post 
Qualification Course Examinations i.e. Insurance and Risk 
Management (IRM) Technical Examination, International 
Trade Laws and World Trade Organisation (ITL & WTO) and 
International Taxation – Assessment Test (INTT – AT) (which 
is open to the members of the Institute) is to be filled up in the 
downloadable paper based form (hard copy) only and is priced 
at R100/- per examination application form. The forms can 
be downloaded from our website www.icai.org on or after 5th 

August 2020. R100 may be added to the examination fees payable 
for the relevant post qualification course. It may be noted that 
the application forms duly completed for the Post Qualification 
Course Examination will be received only at the New Delhi office 
of the Institute. The last date for application is 25th August, 2020 
without late fee and 4th September, 2020 with late fee of R600/- 

Payment of fees for the Post Qualification Course i.e. 
Insurance and Risk Management (IRM) Technical Examination, 
International Trade Laws and World Trade Organisation (ITL & 
WTO) and International Taxation – Assessment Test (INTT – 
AT) should be made by Demand Draft only. The Demand Draft 
may be of any Scheduled Bank and should be drawn in favour 
of The Secretary, The Institute of Chartered Accountants of 
India, payable at New Delhi only. 

The examination fees payable for various courses are as under:--
Intermediate (IPC) & Intermediate Course Examinations

{Old and New Scheme}
For Indian Centre(s)

Single Group / Unit 1 to 10 (except Unit 9) / Unit 4A to 7A  R 1500/-
Both Groups / Unit 9 / Unit 8A / Unit 9A R 2700/-
For Overseas Centre(s) – Excluding Kathmandu Centre
Single Group / Unit 1 to 10 (except Unit 9) / Unit 4A to 7A US$ 325
Both Groups / Unit 9 / Unit 8A / Unit 9A US$ 500
For Kathmandu Centre 
Single Group / Unit 1 to 10 (except Unit 9) / Unit 4A to 7A INR R 2200
Both Groups / Unit 9 / Unit 8A / Unit 9A INR R 3400

Final Course Examinations 
{Old and New Scheme}

For Indian Centre(s)
Single Group R1800/-
Both Groups R 3300/-
For Overseas Centre(s) – Excluding Kathmandu Centre
Single Group US$ 325
Both Groups US$ 550
For Kathmandu Centre 
Single Group INR R 2200
Both Groups INR R 4000
INSURANCE & RISK MANAGEMENT (IRM) R 2000/-
ITL & WTO R 2000/- 

per group
INTERNATIONAL TAXATION – ASSESSMENT TEST  R 2000/-

Foundation Course Examination
For Indian Centre(s) R 1500/-
For Overseas Centre(s) – Excluding Kathmandu Centre US$ 325
For Kathmandu (Nepal) Centre INR R 2200
The late fee for online submission of examination application  
form after the scheduled last date would be R600/- (for Indian / 
Kathmandu Centres) and US $ 10 (for Abroad Centres) as decid-
ed by the Council.

OPTION TO ANSWER PAPERS IN HINDI:
Candidates of Foundation, Intermediate (IPC), Intermediate and 
Final (Old & New Scheme) Examinations will be allowed to opt 
for English / Hindi medium for answering papers.  Detailed infor-
mation will be found in guidance notes hosted at https://icaiex-
am.icai.org. However the medium of Examinations will be only 
English in respect of Post Qualification Course viz.: Insurance 
and Risk Management (IRM) Technical Examination, Interna-
tional Trade Laws and World Trade Organisation (ITL & WTO) 
and International Taxation – Assessment Test (INTT – AT).

(S. K. GARG)
ADDITIONAL SECRETARY (EXAMINATIONS)

1T 2D 3S 4I 5G S 6T 7G D 8P
9C O P 10I E S R 11U H
12S L O T 13T 14R I A 15L I

16E T O 17N 18O M E G A S
19I 20O 21L A 22R H
23A 24N 25T I V I R U 26S E I
27F O E 28E C S 29C I C N

30I S 31L M 32O R 33S A G
34O C T O B 35E 36R U 37C P
I 38R E M E 39M B 40E R 41M
42L 43I 44A R I S E 45N I 46C E
47C R 48R E M 49J P E G
50A R T 51B Y T E 52O T N A
N 53I D L E 54B Y T
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ACROSS
1. An error, flaw, failure, or fault in a computer 

program or system that causes it to produce 
an incorrect or unexpected result or to 
behave in unintended ways. 

4. Resources owned by a business or an 
economic entity.

8. _____ management refers to the 
management of employees who are directly 
involved in the production or delivery of 
products, goods and/or services.

12. A complete Usenet system that includes 
and NNTP server and components for 
newsreading.

13. Ctrl+z
14. A genus of trees and shrubs
15. Plunge.
16. A part of computer system or network that 

is designed to block unauthorized access 
while permitting outward communication. 

18. LiquefiedPetroleum ____ is a flammable 
mixture of hydrocarbon gases. 

19. Loan
20.  _____ of D’urbervilles.
22. ______ out a living.
24. _______Authority of India is an 

autonomous, statutory body tasked with 
regulating and promoting the insurance and 
re-insurance industries in India. 

27. Emend
28. A chronic drinker
29. Speculate.
30. Shade
32. Raise
33. _________  is a lack of neutrality by 

management in the preparation and 
presentation of information.

39. The _____ is one of the 18 railway zones in 
India.

40. An American stock exchange
41. Allow
43. Considerable
44. A _____ opera is a radio or television serial 

dealing especially with domestic situation 
by melodrama and sentimentality. 

46. Tableland. 
48. Takes oath
50. Undisguised
52. A legal document between a healthcare 

provider and a contractor.
54. A behaviour assessment tool
56. Self-admiration.
57. As per law of _____, price and quantity 

demanded are inversely related. 
59. A video game
60. Contemporary
61. _________ word describes how we would 

electronically retrieve data. 
62. Lovely 
63. A desktop application built with HTML, 

JavaScript, CSS, and Node. js integration.

DOWNWARD
1. An offer of a price, especially at an auction.
2. Unified
3. An estimate of total value of all the final 

products and services produced in a 
given period by the means of production 
owned by a country’s residents. 

5. ____________ occurring between the 
date of the financial statements and the 
date of the auditor’s report, and facts 
that become known to the auditor after 
the date of the auditor’s report.

6. _______ Energy is an integrated energy 
company. 

7. Hard work
8. Obscene 
9. An alphabetic system of phonetic 

notation based primarily on the Latin 
alphabet.

10. India’s first largest aerospace firm. 
11. Annex
14. Male humans
17. Restart your Device. 
18. An indirect tax used in India on the 

supply of goods and services. 
20. Abundant
21. Wrongdoers
23. Foe
24. India’s domestic intelligence, internal 

security and counter-intelligence agency.
25. Re-employ.
26. The creation of documents using page 

layout software on a personal computer.
28. A trigonometric function of an angle.
31. Its value is equal to 22/7.
34. Celestial 

35. The quantity that expresses the extent of a two-
dimensional figure or shape or planar lamina, in 
the plane.

36. A self-financing social security and health 
insurance scheme for Indian workers.

37. What Category Google falls into ________.
38. Summit.
42. ___ sir with love. 
44. As you sow, so shall you reap.
45. Diario ____ is a Spanish daily sports newspaper, 

concentrating particularly on football. 
46. A hardware device that converts data into a 

format suitable for a transmission medium so 
that it can be transmitted from one computer to 
another.

47. Request
49. Also ------ means loser. 
51. Pink
52. The basic monetary unit of Thailand
53. ______ and Eve.
55. The process of routinely taking 

acknowledgments from a monitored system and 
initiating a corrective and restorative measure in 
case of system failure.

56. Deals with the surgical and medical management 
of conditions of the head and neck.

57. Blob
58. _______ regulates corporate affairs in India 

through the Companies Act, 1956, 2013 and 
other allied Acts, Bills and Rules. 

60. Latin clarifier.
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